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The library stalemate died a 
sudden death Monday night as 
North Saanich council voted to 
call tenders on the same 7,250 
square foot building that had 
previously been approved by 
Sidney council.
Aid. Harold Parrott made the 
key move in clearing up the 
impasse by insisting on con­
sideration of motions to recall 
and then to rescind council’s 
previous decision to approve the 
library only with a 1,000-foot 
meeting room deleted from the 
architect’s plan.
As soon as the recall motion 
was approved Aid. Edgar Far­
thing moved the library be 
limited to 5,000 square feet. Only 
Aid. Dermid Bingham supported 
him, and Parrott was then able to 
move his rescinding motion, 
which was carried.
He then proposed the plan of 
the joint library committee be 
accepted. This ran into op­
position frorn Aid. Jim Gum­
ming, who said he wanted to see 
plans and a firm cost estimate, 
not just sketches, before com­
mitting taxpayers.
In its final form Aid,,Parrott’s 
''mofiolOpecified iehdefs should
be called on a 7,250 square-foot 
library following the architect’s 
design, but he stressed there was 
no commitment that the building 
go ahead if tenders were con­
sidered too high.
That motion carried with 
aldermen Bingham, Farthing and" 
Gumming opposed.
Earlier, with considerable 
discussion, council had agreed in 
principle to a formula proposed 
by Sidney under which the new 
library building would be paid 
for and owned equally by the two 
municipalities.
The vote was unanimous, 
although Aid. Farthing had 
questioned why 40 per cent of the 
people should pay 50 per cent of 
the cost when the building would 




Sidney Aid. Glen McMillan 
has resigned his scat on council, 
effective July 1. In a letter to 
council McMillan said his 
decision was due to a change in 
employment and he no longer 
had the time to spare.
Aid! Ross Martin said Monday 
il was “most imforlunaie’’ 
McMillan felt he must resign. He 
praised the alderman for “ex­
cellent work" with the advisory 
planning commission and said 
McMillan had “served well.”
A motion was approved to 
hold open the vacant seat until 
the November municipal elec­
tions.
How did John McAndrew grow peas three feet high in his Brentwood garden in May? The 




By CRANIA LH WIN
Sam Bawlf, who recently
ixirchascd the 1,200 acre Gen,star
property on Tod Inlet, plans to 
bring a conceptual plan before 
Central Saanich council before 
the end of the month.
In an earlier interview Unwlf 
said he plans to construct some 
housing, possibly a golf course 
and a quality tourist resort on 
nearly 100 ticres on the same 
property.
Central Saanich Aid. George 
MacFatianc told council Monday 
night he met with Bawif along 
with the mayor,members of staff 
and representatives for Bawlf’s 
architects May 29 at which time 
Bawlf said he would like to 
present some conceptual plans 
soon.
MacFarliinc told council the 
May 29 inecting reviewed the 
community plan and /oiling
bylaw: “We went over the 
ground rules.”
Bawlf has hired John Trent 
Jones, an esteemed American 
golf course designer whose major 
projects have included the 
Ktianapali golf course on Maui, 
Hawaii, MacFarlanc said.
Bawlf has also employed the 
architectural firm of Benjamin 
Tliompson, of Cambridge, Mass, 
'I his firm redesigned the city of 
Boston some yetirs tigo and the
project was “considered ex­
tremely well done,” according to 
Macihuiane.
“1’his project could be very 
exciting and po.ssihly a very fine 
development", he added.
Bawlf said earlier the tourist 
resort is pltinncd for 95 acres just 
south of Butchart Gardens, while 
it golf course could go on an 
adjacent .'iOO-acre parcel east of 
Wallace Drive.
Mayor Eric Sherwood has 
denied the minimum lot size 
recently approved in North 
Saanich is designed to halt 
development.
Council is concerned about 
possible .septic problems on the 
small lots, he said Friday.
Council May 19 approved in 
principle a minimum lot size of 
14,000 square feet (about one- 
third acre). The move will affect 
about 90 lots in the Deep Cove 
and Bay Bay areas, some us small 
as 5,000 square feet, says Mayor 
Eric Sherwood.
“Ihe compounded effect of 
small inadequate (in council’s 
view) disposal fields adjacent to 
each other could pose an obvious 
future health risk, a risk which 
we are attempting to minimize,” 
Sherwood said.
Aid. Jay Rangel agreed. “All
CiiiUiniieil on
By JOHN GREEN 
Increased rental rates for 
school facilities being put into 
effect by Saanich school board 
July 1 will result in cancellation 
of some night school courses that 
would otherwise have been of­
fered by Camosun College in the 
district this fall, and in higher 
prices for other courses.
This in turn may lead to n 
confrontation between the school 
board and the college board.
Pat Floyd, the college’s 
director of community 
education, says Camosun’s 
policy is to have each course pay 
for itself, so that fees will'be 
higher for a course in Saanich 
school district than for the same 
course in Victoria if rental costs 
are higher. Where fees would 
have to be unrealistically high the 
courses will not be given at all.
School board chairman Gerry 
Kristiansen, says both those 
alternatives are unacceptable — 
that the college should charge the 
same rate for the same' course 
throughout its area, and that 
when night schools were turned 
over to the college by the school 
board a year ago it was with a 
commitment that there would be 
no reduction in the variety of 
courses offered.
Kristiansen could not say 
whether the school board would 
itself have raised the cost of night 
school courses in line with the 
new rentals if the board were still 
^ running the night school.
He said if the college was going 
To charge higher prices iii ,Saanich, 
than in other districts Bmaybe 
they shouldn’t be in ouf school 
'/■district.”:'' .
situation applies mainly to 
courses requiring school shops 
and art . rooms, because the 
facilities needed are not likely to 
be available anywhere but in the 
schools and because it is for those 
rooms that rent increases have 
been highest.
In Sidney the college is just in 
the process of buying the present 
school board offices on Third ' 
Street and plans to have three 
teaching areas there, but the 
renovations may not be .com­
pleted in time for night school 
this fall.
Floyd illustrated the problem 
from the college point of view by 
pointing out that for a 20-hour 
course for 10 students in a shop 
costing $35 an hour the rent alone 
would be $70 per student.
He indicated that in Greater 
Victoria School District rent 
would be $3 an hour, and termed 
the Saanich cost “astronomical.”
Kristiansen says the board did 
not think taxpayers paying for 
k i n d e r g a r t e n -10 - g r a d c-12 
education should be. subsidizing 
other community activities nnd 
that the new rates represented the 
actual extra cost of making 
rooms available after hours.
He says there had been 
enquiries from the Grcnter 
Victoria district about the new 
Saanich rent scale and he thought 
the same policy might be adopted 
there.
But when the school district 
ran the night school the fees did 
not include any charge for rooms 
at all.
Until two years ago Camosun
College operated only in the 
Greater Victoria district, and it 
first took over local night school 
operations last September. At 
that time some courses which 
were more in the area of 
recreation than education were 
shifted to the control of the 
Peninsula Recreation Com­
mission which has an agreement 
with the school board for the use 
of each other’s facilities at no 
charge.
The fall night school program 
is planned in May and June, so it 
is not known yet how many 
courses will be dropped in this 
area that are being offered 
elsewhere.
Continued on Page 2
Traffic big
coecem m
Sidney council chamber was 
crowded Monday night with 
residents who turned out for a 
public hearing for rezoning 
Resthaven Island and mainland 
property from institutional to 
intermediate density and inultiple 
residential to make way for a $ 13 
millionfT07-unit housing plan. . 
-future"; ‘'dxtra:T'C/traffiC';
generated by the development; 
seerhed to be residents’ only real ; 
concern. And they were told by 
Aid. ROss Martin that council 
was well aware of the problem, 
which was “under advisement’f 
in the town’s recent traffic study.
Despite requests for disclosure . 
of future traffic plans for the 
area Mayor Norma Sealey said 
council was only one party to 
alternate traffic proposals and 
plans hinged on what the other 
two parties — the department of 
highways and the RCMP — were 
goingtodo. •
But the mayor said she was 
well aware of traffic concerns 
and agreed with one resident on 
the dangers of McDonald Park 
__ Pat Bay Highway intersection. 
“It’s probably one of the most 
dangerous on the highway,” she 
said.
One resident said he’d be 
happy if traffic was “just slowed 
down” on Resthaven. Martin 
agreed fast traffic on Resthaven 
was a perennial problem and 
suggested the most effective 
means of dealing with it was to 
phone the RCMP when motorists 
are speeding. .
The development on a total of 
9.95 acres includes 12 units on 
Resthaven Island and 95 on the 
mainland portion. Two apart­
ment blocks parallel to each other 
are linked by a swimming pool 
and recreational area. 
Underground parking and a 
water garden arc other features 
of the plan by Cardigan Holdings 
Ltd.
Council has varied the town's 
30 foot maximum height 
rc.siriction by three feet to allow 
for the underground parking.
mow
By PEGGIE ROWA ND 
Teenage youngsters (13-18 
years) and young adult,s — 19 
years and up —• who need Job.s 
can register now for work at the 
Peninsula Community 
Association otticc on 2nd Street,' 
Sidney.
Camilic Martin, co-ordinator 
at Sidney 'I'een Activity Group 
(STAG) .said Monday Student 
Manpower in Victoria will be
channelling all work available on 
tlic peninsula in Central 
Saanich, Sidney nnd North 
Saanicli — to the PCA office,
As well, Martin is calling on all 
rnerchani'i who need e,xtra help 
this summer to get in touch witli 
her at 656-0134.
Of particular interest to some 
hnsitu'ss pfMtple, slie says, is a 
Manpower program which pays 
employers up to 85 per cent of an
employees wages if taken on an 
apprenticeship course, l.octil 
Ixisinessmen wlio can give a 
disadvantaged youth this kind of 
job slioiild contact Martin right 
away or for more information 
call Manpower, Victoria.
And honscholdcrs are not 
exempt from Martin’s plea to 
liclp provide work for youngsters 
during the next few months, 
rhere’s plenty of teenagers wlio
will mow lawns, niend fences, 
paint, shop, babysit, do 
iionsework and gencr.al gardening 
for those who haven’t the time or 
energy.
And thev’rc also available to 
do the “job-boy” jobs in stores 
and warehouses —• sweeping, 
tidying, stacking good:; on 
shelves. Or boat owners might 
find a youngster handy for 
scraping or painting a boat .
Martin says many younsters 
are now out of school and 
sccltlng employment and she’s 
Imping the promised jobs from 
.Student Manpower, with Input
t'roru local hiisinr’ss people and 
householders will help give work 
for numy youngsters who arc at 
loo.se cud but who want to work 
and need the money.
But she warns youngsters —• 
teenagers and young adull.s — to
register now at the PCA office or 
phone her. Martin has ap­
plication forms for young people 
who require social insurance 
numbers and forms for those 
who need copies of their birth 
certificates,
Martin took a special one-week 
course at Manpower which 
enables her to act a.s counsellor to 
youngsters seeking work. She 
Coiuiiiiieii lut Page 2
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council was unable to 
extend much of a 
helping hand to 
Sidney and North 
Saanich chamber of 
commerce when asked 
to waive municipal 
charges for the visitor 
information centre 
to be built on Higli- 
way 17 near John 
Road.
President Hank 
Vissers said in a letter 
read at Monday’s 
council meeting the 
chamber was unable 
to afford the $1,567 
total cost of building 
permit, damage 
deposit, septic tank 
licence and water 
connection.
Clerk Ted Fair told 
council the permit and 
licence fees could not 
be waived The 
damage deposit of 
$500 is refundable 
however, and it was 
agreed that the $1,000 
water connection fee
Boards clash
Continued from Page 1
In the meantime the school 
board and the college board will 
have an opportunity to explore 
their differences this Thursday 
evening when school board 
trustees will be among the guests 
at a reception and dinner being
hosted by the college board at the 
Waddling Dog Inn.
After the reception the, 
Camosun College board will hold 
a public meeting at Saanich 
school board offices. Kristiansen 
said he did not think they were 
being charged any rent for that.
Want a job?
Continued from Page 1
also counsels those who need jobs 
but have few skills and will help 
prepare resumes.
Her message to younsters: 
“Don’t hesitate — regardless of 
your situation — to walk in to the
office or phone.”
Her plea to merchants and 
residents: “Give the kids jobs if 
you can.”
The program is underway now, 
jobs will be posted in the front 
window of the PCA office.
High speed chase costs man $800
A 39-year-old 
Victoria man was 
fined a total of $800 
Wednesday in Vic­
toria provincial court 




BEACON AVE . SIDNEY B.C.
The Fine-st in 
Famfly Dining
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
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BREAKFAST — LUNCH 
ChInsM Food 
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•Pick Up-Take Out







Moti: to Fri. 9 am - 9 pm 
Saturday 10 am-10 pm
• Sunday 11 am - 9 pm
^656-411§
:2359 BEACON AVE.
f t * V
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„ ARDMORE GOLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. and 
West Saanich Road, Sidney .
A cozy, 9-holer, ideal for families. Beautiful scenery 
and special twilight rates for 9-hoIe game. Clubs and 
cart rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities — 
swimming beach. Phone 656-4621.
BRENTWOOD INN;, 7172 Brentwood Drive, 
Brentwood. 652-2413.
SIDNEY TRAVELODGE, 2280 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney. 656-1176.
In The Cabaret every Friday and Saturday night, 
9:(X) p.m. to 2:00 a.m.. Rock & Roll & Country 
Music. ^
Featuring in the lounge, the popular duo “Spyce”, 
8:00 p.m. to midnight.
THE MARINERS’ MUSEUM - A must to see 
when in Sidney — an Outstanding Maritime and 
Nautical Collection — located next to the Clipper 
Inn, 2554Bevan. Phone 656-6633. '
Hours: Daily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sundays 1 to 4 p.m. 
Closed Tuesday and Wednesday . ; I ? '
might be reduced to , early morning high- 
actual cost. speed car chase up the
Pat Bay Highway 
May 12.
Patrick Harrison, 
2317 Dowler was 
fined $300 for driving 
while impaired, $200, 
for crminal negligence 
in the operation of a 
motor vehicle and
Mayfair shopping 
mall and continued 
for 17 km out the Pat 
Bay Highway, before 
Harrison was finally 
stopped by a police 
roadblock at Mount 





A Public Information Meeting regarding the new 
Traffic Plan for Sidney will be held on Tuesday, 
June 16th, 1981, at 7:30 p.m. in the Senior 
Citizens’ Centre, Resthaven Drive. The Council 
and Consultants will explain the reasons for the 
decisions reached and answer; questions from 
the floor.
$300 for obstructing a fined $400 for driving 
police officer. - while impaired on 
The charges arose April 29 and $100 for 
out of a wild car chase refusing to give a 
that began near the breath sample.
Sidney man Mt 
by pellet from giin
A Sidney man was 
hit in the head by a 
pellet from a gun at 5 
p.m. Sunday while he 
was sitting in his 
parked car in the 9000 
block Lochside.
Eric Graham, 64, of 
2298 Gail Place, had
to go to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital to 
have the .177 calibre 
pellet removed from 
his left temple.
Police are still 
investigating. Firing 
of pellet guns is illegal 
in Sidney.
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North Saanich council was 
unable to agree Monday as to the 
extent of its powers to restrict 
growth in the municipality, and 
ended up adopting one com­
mittee proposal on the subject 
but defeating another.
Given legal approval council is 
willing to suspend approval of 
any further subdivisons until it 
can be certain they conform to 
the community plan in all 
respects.
A companion motion to limit 
building permits to a maximum 
of 150 a year was defeated on a 4- 
3 vote, with only aldermen Edgar 
Farthing, Jay Rangel and Dermid 
Bingham in favor.
Aid. Harold Parrott objected 
that both proposals “strike at 
civil liberties” and asked whether 
a person refused a building 
permit because he was “the next 
man over the limit” would have a 
right to ask council to house him 
until the beginning of the next 
year.
Asked for an opinion whether 
council had power to limit the 
number of permits, clerk Ted 
Fair said he did not thing so. 
Farthing argued that the 
Municipal Act gives council 
power to “regulate” permits. He 
asked whether council was 
“required to accommodate 
unlimited growth.”
Aid. Jay Rangel said the 
implication of the community 
plan is that “when you reach a 
certain number you stop. We 
have made it clear to everyone 
that we intend to keep this a rural 
municipality.”
Mayor Eric Sherwood 
suggested that a realistic 
population estimate would be 
14,000 by 1996, and this would 
require about 200 building 
permits a year, so the figure of 
150 was not reasonable.
There have been only 62 ap­
plications so far in 1981, but in 
1980 there were over 200.
Lot size won’t 
curtail development
Continued from Page 1 
we’re trying to do is meet a 
situation we see as a problem.” 
When the septic systems on small 
lots begin to have problems, the 
next step is sewers, which “would 
launch us into a whole new 
world,” Rangel said.
He denied residential 
development will be curtailed, 
explaining: “The thing people 
don’t realize is there are 900 lots 
available now anyway.”
' Both he and Sherwood said 
North Saanich already has a 
minimum lot size bylaw — and
it’s half acre, except in Dean 
Park Estates and the senior 
citizens’ semi-detached housing, 
which is hooked into Sidney’s 
sewer system.
Sherwood said all small lot 
owners won’t be affected by the 
14,000 square feet restriction. 
Lot owners adjacent to another 
small lot with a house of an 
assessed value of more than one- 
quarter the assessed value of the 
land will be permitted to build.
Sherwood ;said the proposed 








District will be 
charged $7.50 for 
each household with a 
septic tank, to pay for 
providing tank 
pumping firms with a 
place to dump, under 
supplementary letters 
patent proposed by 
the regional district.
Annual cost would 
be $14,140 to North 
Saanich and $10,664 
to Central Saanich for 
their present 
populations.
The regional district 
proposes to build a 
facility on Halliwell 
Road in View Royal 
where the material can 
be diluted and in­
jected into trunk 
sewers. Cost of the 
facility is estimated at 
$500,000 with an 
estimated annual 
operating cost of 
$48,300.
Charging the cost to 
the pumping firms 
was considered to be 
impractical.
When the proposal 
was discussed at 
North Saanich council 
Monday night Aid. 
Edgar Farthing 
objected that it would 
be better if people 
whose septic tank 
systems were not 
working had to pay 
the cost, otherwise 
there would be no 
incentive to look after 
them.
The matter was 
re feffed' ft? cbrrtmittee.
a sensation
By JOHN GREEN
Last November John McAndrew saw a 
picture in the Review of a 700-pound squash 
grown by A1 Drummond on Mayne Island. 
As a result he now has giant peas.
The squash had been grown from seeds 
supplied by Vessey’s Seeds Ltd., of York, 
Prince Edward Island. A retired naval 
commander, McAndrew is a former 
Maritimer himself and his son had recently 
lived on Prince Edward Island, so he sent a 
copy of the picture to the company.
In return he got a letter from the head of 
the company saying he was a good friend of 
the younger McAndrew, and enclosing .some 
free seeds and a catalogue.
The McAndrews live in the Brentwood 
Tower Apartments, but they rent a small 
garden plot on the grounds. Last year their 
vegetables refused to come up after three 
plantings, so this year they ordered their 
seeds from Vessey’s. Onions, carrots and 
beets are doing fine, but it is the green peas 
that arc creating the sensation.
Planted April 15, the Early Laxton’s arc 
now over three feet high and covered with 
both blossoms and pods. Another variety 
has reached only half that height but is also 
blooming profusely, Meanwhile peas in 
nearby plots planted at the same time arc still 
at early stages of growth.
The McAndrews’ garden was roiotilied 
this spring, with plenty of horse manure, but 
they don’t think that’s what made the dif­
ference. 'They give credit to the seeds.
Winner ol
Tho Lion's Club 400










The SS Universe will leave Vancouver Friday July 31st, 1981 and 
return to Vancouver Sunday August 2nd, 1981,
Per Person Rates from ’195°' to ’395" US Funds..
Ratos include cruiso transportation. First Class ac­
commodation, all meals, entertainment and ser­
vices aboard ship. The ship Is your hotel throughout 
the Cruiso, Not included are personal expenditures 
.such ns gratuities, port taxes, laundry, wine and li­
quor, or other personal items,
truvcl Ltd
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ADVICE LISTEN TO HARRY HURN 
DNCrAXRADIOmO
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS 11-9
CORNER OF 
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
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The contro’sersy over one nev-- ljbra,ry 
h finally over — ai lasi Nomh Sanicb 
coanoil has a^greed *0 call for lenders and 
it looks as if the facrility h on hs v.-ay.
We’re not sure v.-hai can b*e learned 
from the long,, ardoas process ihai had 
both Sidney and North Saanich councils 
disagreei,n2 and unable 1,0 come together 
before nov.- on this joint venture.
.Ajihou,gh some N’onh Saanich 
aldermen made it clear they' were 
dei&rrnmtd to reduce library costs — 
and that was the main stumbling blo*ck 
to a seii!em,erit — it did seem sometimes 
as if a certain lack of coro.m uni cation 
between the library committee and 
councils may have contributed 10 the 
delay m ,5eiiling the issue.
.And that delay v.-as costly. It has 
already' increased, libraiqr construction 
costs by S,50,0CX}.
Support job plan
Vv'e hope merchants and residents will 
respond to CamiHe M.ajtin’s plea and 
help pro^ride jobs whenev'er possible for 
the many young people vrho find it so 
.hard to get work on the Saanich 
Peninsula. Martin is doing —^ as always 
— a great job in helping young people 
and deser/es suppon,.
m these areas -i;] _ 
mstalXito"; o: t'anccuvc'r hand's fixed Imk. 
Meanwhile «e Cieem it ou: 'esponsmfbty -o- 
protect cur ettizens frem ccnzenirated 
de^eiepment on contiguous smill parcels.
The cempounded effect cf small 
madequaie fm ccu,nicn's %-;ewj dhposal helds 
adjacent 10 each other could pcse an ob'dous 
future health rislu a nsk •=-bich we are ai- 
temptmg to mdnintlze by autending our 
present zonir;,g byia’i=*'.
This proposed amendm-ent w-ilj ensure that 
amaJgamaiion of some small lots w-Oi rake 
peace 'when coriditions, w-fth respect, to 
adjacent Iocs, are ecoix>micaDy reasonabk.,. 
That’s all there is to h: it is rtot a “strategy to 
co-un,t.er the reientless pressure for more 
house bXidmg'” fas the Times*Q>ionist May 
26 edheriai states) but simply a protective 
mechanism.
Nort.b Saardch has had more than its 
recommended bo-use bmld,ing ach’.ixy durirtg 
recent years; in I9?0 there wete 226 building 
Slants whereas- our previous normaj growth 
patte.rn -was around 90 per annum.. Tnis 
growth rate casnoi continue if .we are to gi'.'e 
any crede.nce to our -community plan — a 
plan developed in con-cen with the regionaJ 
plan and with North Saanich public.
Our projected growth to the end of 19S2 is 
6,COO recidenis. Toe census presently being 
ooa.dup.ed m,ay wei} give us a little jolt and 
lead to an e.xt,en.5ive reevaJuation of the plan 
at the end of the first five-year stage — 
December .neott year.
It is my belief that our community plan is 
good for Nonh Saanich; it recognizes the 
“four,.\iliage" concept — Aidmore, Deep
The paradox 0: North 
a beautiful p-iace in w-m 
e.eryonie should be afforded the right to live 
here, but, :: there is no growth direc:,ion. 
then w’r to-o qu.3:itiy enter the twilight bet- 
w-een a mrai arte suourbart muzdctcahw" and 
the beauty isicct fcre’i'et.
in future year 
accemtm-onate g: 
expransion to s-m
s the plan, w-ill be refined to 
'cwth by intensify cad on and 
alier lots in residential areas 
:n these areas. Ozr 
agrtcuhura.i lands, e.en though marginal, 
must be retatned for future .op-dons: 
development on. near to or in the,-centre of 
tnese tanzu reduces tnose G-ption;S and the 





w'hy must the Sidney Review- Hrsd me 
school board and now, it seems a member of 
Nonb Saanich ccuncil refer to the deam of a 
cyciist at Wain Road and the highway ns if 
ihi-S cctiJd have been prevented by the 
existence of a pedestrian overpass?
As I recall it wau showm at the mquest that 
this accident wa; the result of faulty bicycle 
brakes.
In any case d.oe5 anyone really suoDOS-e 
that youngsters or aculis can be forced to use 
an overpass where traffic lights already 
exist?
No cn-e .can be .more con-cemed .by, the 
accident rate at this cross road than my 
husband and I. We no longer remern'oer bow- 
often vve have called the police and due 
ambulance. I have an indelible picture in'my 
mind of my son down in the creek holding a 
man’s head out of the waier. He was trapped 
5n his car u.nconscious while a woman stood 
screaming alongside.
Many accidents are, of course, the, result 
Coniimied on Page 5
'X ■ -r- ..Jr; ^
y- ,' y .v: y,.m, .yty.- 
t .. V'
Historical photo 
grapher was on 
scene when BCAA's 
road patrol No. 6, a 
1920 Ford, stopped 
at Criichley General 
Store and post of­
fice on Beacon Av­
enue, Sidney. Road 
serviceman's name 
is lost, others from 













Times Shown are “Standard Times”
m., OiOz'-Ob V'.^z -.1 201011.3
Ft. C-'X ',9 G.iiciO.0 1230
Sat- 223? 3,7 03^5 '-iA 1315 1 2 2140 11.3
S.v 3345 3 3 X-0 5 7 1405 2,2 2225 11.3
V:r, 2522 7 5 0755 7,9 1500 3.3 2305 11.2
Tue :615 5.3 O9U0 7.2 1545 4.5 2355 11.0
.Vk :7'5 5 9 ' 15-5 7 0 1700 5.6
OIhurcli pirector^
60 YKARS AGO!
From the June 2, 1921, l‘AUt‘ of The Review
As wil! he tvtcn by an advertisement in 
: anoiljer tolurnn of this Issue, .Messrs. 
VcHiOii and Bucket field' have opened-up a 
feed business in the building formerly used 
as (fur V«.S Ssaiion. The firm of Vernon and 
fkickerfieid is well known on Ihe mainland 
and throughout the-Gulf Islands, as they, 
have,been !rt business many years,
50 VKARS AGO:
From the June 4, 1931, issue of The Review, 
SAANICHTON - Mr. H.W. Rose, 
formc-rly of the Avenue Cafe, Sidney, has 
leased theyPrairie Hate! at Saanichton. which 
'Aill rsf.iv, be known under the name of Prairie 
Inn. The original Prairie Hold svas built 
about 70 ,years ago and its hospitality was,
. famous dong the PaciflpCoasi..The present 
hnildin);' was' erected on the present site 
about 1890. Meals, lunches and chicken 
dinners Will be served and the usual line of 
.^oriic..uonefy and .volt unrikscarried.
40 Y FAR.SAGO:
kriHit (ire June 4, 1941, i,rwue ui ilreHevltw.
A Moth training plane of the RCAF 
Station at Pat Bay was demolished when it
crashed at Keating early Saturday afternoon, 
causing injuries to Sgt. S, .Muckle and 
L..A.C. E.E. Smith, who are attached to .No, 
18 Filemeniary: Flying Training ScHcmdI 
RGAF. injuries were not believed to be 
servere. This is the second plane crash in the 
district in the last fewweeks.
«r ■ » ♦
Promptly at 2:30 p.m. Saturday .May 3! 
the Victory Loan parade took off from 
campaign headquarters on Beacon .Avenue 
at Second, Units of the three services, e.x- 
servicemen, B.C. Wonten’s Service Corps 
and Girl Guides marched to the music of the 
RCAF Band to the North Saanich War 
.Memorial Park where they were joined by a 
unit of the Royal Canadian ,Navy and the 
Norih Saanich High School Cadets.
30VKARSAGO:
From the June 6,1951, Issue of The Review,
Extensive research fails to reveal any items 
of personal interest concerning Gcravins 
Ornmaney or Donald Fraser, the earliest 
recorded owners of land now comprising 
Sidney in the days of the Crown Colony of 
Vancouver Island, says Donald Sparling,
However, Ornmaney did not stay very 
long as M record show*, he sold hi* I6f) acre*;
to the Right Reverend George Hills, Bishop 
of B.C.. within two years. Bishop Hilh 
appeared to be particularly interested in 
North Saanich as he owned over 600 acres of 
land now known as Ardmore. He later sold 
these holdings to the Honorable Joseph 
Needham, chief justice of Vancouver Island, 
for slightly more than $14 per acre.
20 YEARS AGO:
From the June 7, 1%1, Ksuc of The Review ,
.McTavrsh Road is taking on a new shape. 
For the past year crews of the highways 
department have been opening up the high­
way throughout its length. The new wide 
thoroughfare has been levelled for a con­
siderable distance east of West Saanich 
Road, and though not paved, is now 
passable throughout it.s c.xtent from East 
S-aani:h to West Saanich Roads,
I0VEAR.SAGO:
From the June 2,1971, Issue of The Review ,
, With ptjddlt v.htds churning, smukt
corning from her tall funnel, her guns trained 
on shore and prepared to repel any enemies, 
hiNtArie S ‘t - 'Ft(*iv»*r f'<xmmnndi'*'i ' bv
Lieut, Jim Gracie arrived .Monday to a 
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more letters ^
\
Continued from Page 4
of bad judgement but most we have seen 
have been made infinitely worse by the 
excessive speed of vehicles travelling to the 
ferry. They need never have happened. 
Accidents don’t have to be fatal for the 
results to be just as tragic.
In our opinion an immediate reduction of 
the speed limit for vehicles travelling from 
Beacon Avenue to the ferry terminal is 
absolutely necessary and should be strictly 
enforced.
But the very idea of a pedestrian overpass 
is highly suspect since it would appear to 
benefit no one but the contractors.
Kathleen Rothery 
10825 McDonald Park Road,
Shocking conditions
The Times-Colonist editorial, “Limiting 
Houses in North Saanich” (May 26,) quotes 
one alderman as saying, “If we let this 
continue, there will be great pressures for 
sewers, which would be a bad thing for this 
municipality.” This is misguided thinking, 
typical of the present council.
Those of us who live in the area north of 
McTavish Road, east of the elementary 
school, leading down through Canora Road, 
Bakerview and Lochside to the sea, have 
good reason to fear this myopic outlook, for 
reasons which follow.
When water was scarce, Sidney water­
works was happy to pump a number of wells 
above this area. Then Sooke water was 
offered, and all concerned jumped with joy, 
hitched up to Sooke supplies, and ceased 
pumping the water, even though it was still 
available and economical. As a result, the 
area between the wells and the sea, rapidly 
experienced a rising water-table. The water 
surfaced in many places — a serious enough 
complication — but, what was worse, it had 
. passed through many septic fields en route, 
and sewage pollution was quite evident to 
eyes and noses.
This was taken up with council, which sent 
me a letter stating, “The rising water-table 
on private land is outside the responsibility 
and capability of the municipality, and be 
advised that deep drains are indicated.”
Some of us are busy installing drains to take 
off the sewage-polluted water to the ditch on 
the west side of Canora Road, which, in 
turn, runs into other ditches in the area, and 
on to the sea.
Being a retired physician, 1 am aware of 
the serious health hazard presented, and I’eel 
sure that the non-medical residents must also 
be aware of the dangers, which will continue 
to exist until the matter is competently dealt 
with. The only solution to rid this area of 
this insanitary state, is to connect all 
dwellings through which the water passes to 
an efficient sewage system.
Meanwhile our council entertains am­
bitious plans for a very expensive library, a 
new fire hall, and even a recreational centre, 
said to cost several millions! An efficient 
sewage system is ruled out because of the 
cost, though who can have any idea as to 
how much more expensive it will be when it 
finally becomes essential?
For my part, I will feel cheated if one cent 
of my taxes is spent on any project other 
than sewage, until we have this dreadful 
menace removed from our lives. Therefore, I 
would very much appreciate your co­
operation in publishing this letter, so that 
these shocking conditions may be more 
generally known.
Dr. L A. Griffith 
9220 Canora Road
For clarification
Thank you for the interesting article about 
our preschool. You have conveyed the 
enthusiasm and satisfaction of the members 
of a parent-owned and operated preschool.
There are a few points, however, that I 
wish to clarify. The first is the statements, 
“A school without teachers. . .” and 
“Teachers are unnecessary. . .”. Our 
supervisor is a very important and necessary 
person in our preschool. She is a fully 
qualified preschool teacher in Early 
Childhood Education. As well as planning 
our daily programs and our parent orien­
tation workshops, she is in close touch with 
each parent; evaluating the needs of the 
individual child and advising on all aspects 
of the preschool in respect to the children.
We are pleased to welcome our new 
supervisor, Mrs. Judy Van der Boone.
Second, the eight - 10 hour orientation 
program for new parents is given in several 
sessions including a coffee party and a 
workshop. The sessions acquaint parents 
with the philosophy of the preschool the 
methods of the supervisor, and the use of 
materials and equipment.
Sidney Preschool also offers a two 
morning program at $22 per month. As a 
non-profit organization we offer a unique 
and valuable experience to the children and 




Your publishing of this “rootsy” kind of 
letter could be a great help in locating some 
Roses in my family tree.
In 1797 the first Rose of my line arrived in 
Northlake, P.E.I. His brother, Sampson, 
with his wife, joined him a few years later. 
Mr. and Mrs. Sampson Rose raised seven 
sons and five daughters. Since their sons and 
daughters were equally prolific, hundreds of 
their descendents live today in P.E.I. while 
others are scattered across Canada and the 
U.S.A.
My grandfather (Sampson’s grandson) 
moved to Vancouver in the early 1900s and 
never went back. Other Roses and Rose 
relatives took part in prairie harvest ex­
cursions, and some stayed and presumably 
married and raised families.
As a result of a recent surge of interest in 
“who we are and where we came from”, the 
Roses are holding a reunion in P.E.I. August 
7 and 8. Any Rose descedents (whatever their 
■ names) are welcome. More details are 
available by contacting Mark Rose, M.P., 
House of Commons, Ottawa, Ont. KIA 
0A6.





The B.C. Society 
for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals 
would like to call the 
public’s attention to 
the problems of young 
wildlife in the spring.
If they see a fawn 
apparently aban­
doned, leave it alone. 
Look around for its 
mother. If they find 
the mother dead then 
call the SPCA who 
will pick up the fawn 
and look after it until 
it is old enough to 
return to the woods.
In most cases, the 
mother is close, by 
hiding in the bushes. 
Avoid the urge to pick 
up the fawn. Leave it 
for at least 24 hours 
and come back. If it is 
still there, call the 
SPCA. It is illegal for 
anyone to pick up or 
keep wildlife. The 
SPCA has a special 
permit to deal with 
animals.
We want to help,
• but it is difficult to get 
a fawn back to the 
wilds once it has been 
domesticated.





Regarding all this foolish procrastination 
on the part of North Saanich council — let 
us have that meeting room in the new library 
building (hopefully if we ever get it!)
Adjoining the library in Port Alberni they 
have a lounge and meeting rooms and an 
attractive courtyard, fish pool and seats 
where patrons may sit in the sunshine.
Mr. Jay Rangel, I am listing only a few 
uses for a meeting room: National Film 
Board Presentations which are free, art 
groups, historical society meetings, friends 
of the library, general public meetings, 
specialized displays, free legal classes, pre­
school story time. Talks and demon­
strations on Indian culture, archaeologist 
talks on petroglyphs, and much, much more.
Margery Herbert, 
10131 W. Saanich Rd.
evems,--
-r... .•
A sumnier program of events 
for members of Sidney Teen 
Activity Group gets underway 
soon with plenty of exciting 
happenings on the agenda, says 
STAG co-ordinator Camille 
Martin.
Camping, trips, daily swim­
ming, outings, horseback riding, 
a tour of Naden and the harbor 
and a special — now annual —- 
event, Teen Recognition Week, 
which will be celebrated with ice 
cream and melon eating contests, 
softball games and lots more.
Martin is looking for people 
who’d like to participate — age is 
not important she .says, young 
and old welcome. Call her at 656- 
0134.
And if any resident believes 
that a youngster deserves some 
recognition — tell Martin. That’s
what the special week is all about, 
she says. “It’s recognizing kids 
who aren’t normally recognized. 
Maybe a kid doesn’t do too well 
at school but he’s godd at sports, 
or does something nice for 
somebody. . .”
A brochure with a list of events 
is being distributed to schools, 
stores, recreation centres and by 
mail to homes. It can also be 
picked up at ‘the Peninsula 
Recreation Office on 2nd Street.
Martin reminds youngsters 
STAG centre is open seven days a 
week starting from July 1, from 
noon to 5 p.m. and 6 - 10 p.m. Be 
prepared to go swimming daily or 
on an outing if you come to the 
centre, Martin says, but suggests 
youngsters check with the 
brochure first because some days 
will be spent camping.
EVERY WEDNESDAY
EXCLUDING CARTONS OF CIGA- 
REHES, TOBACCO AND BUTTER



































of the whole voted 
Monday night to 
recommend the tender 
for phase three of 
Sidney's water
program be awarded 
to Dura Construction. 
The bid was for 
$284,717 and one of 
five which ranged 
upwards to $488,000.
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EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES), COLOURING 
AT THE NEW
MARINA COURT on 2nd Street 
TUES.-SAT. 8:30-5:30 656-4443
The unmistakeable charm 
of particularly good taste 
in iadies clothing and 
accessories
From







Sizes 6 to 10
AMY




Available In While, Tan & blue, 
Smooth leather,
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rmmerly Oak Bay Tyke and Teen Shoei





2215 Oak Bay 2385 Beacon Ave, 
Avenue Sidney
Tue$. through Sat, "W" T«*t. tlir«i|h Sit









■ ZELLERS & SAFEWAY
INTERESTED TENANTS PLEASE CONTACT 
JANNE TARBAT AT (604) 926-6821
FOR APOIHTMEHT IR VICTORIA
Wed., June 10 - Sat, June 13 
inclusive
CAL IMVESTilENTS
M1-S45 Oy6e Awrnn. Wwl V»ncou»et, B.C. V7T 1C5
Wedding cake lasting 
but Nelly s even better
Nelly Courser’s not sure what the baker 
put in her wedding cake 70 years ago but she 
suspeas plenty of the hard stuff — how else 
could the cake have survived without 
deteriorating, with the icing still firm 
although yellowed?
Nelly, who was 90 last Feb. 8, brought her 
wedding cake out for display last week as 
well as some of her memories — and despite 
her age Nelly’s memory is astonishing, says 
neighbor Dee Cameron, 10444 Resthaven 
Drive.
Nelly lives alone at 10442 Resthaven, 
cooking still for herself and even gardening. 
A homemaker does the heavy chores around 
the house and Dee shops for her but Nelly 
loves company and has plenty to say.
“When you’ve lived 90 years you’ve got a 
lot up here,’’ she says, tapping her forehead.
She’s lived on the same piece of land since 
she came to Sidney with husband Mark in 
1929 — only it was a 40-acre plot then and a
farmhouse instead of the modest home with 
garden back and front. And the sea came 
right up to the road, neighbor Dee recalls.
Nelly remembers how hard she worked in 
those early days in Sidney. She churned 125 
pounds of butter a month and sold her eggs, 
milk and butler in Deep Cove. And her 
hands are still strong today from years of 
milking cows.
And fiercely she will tell you —comparing 
modern life with the 1920s pioneering days 
on the peninsula — how she walked for miles 
everywhere and was “taught to save for a 
rainy day.’’
And her still-pretty face is soft and pink 
and has few wrinkles and Nelly still likes to 
dress in attractive flowered dresses and wear 
her pearls.
Her husband died three years ago. Nelly 
has one child, 5 grandchildren and 11 great­
grandchildren.
7tie Review
We are pleased to offer our annual subscription rate of S! 0.00 which can be 




Fill in and mail the coupon lo: 
The Sidney Review 
P.O. Box 2070 
Sidnev. B.C. V8L 3S5
Edgar honored
Please enter my subscription for one year. —i , ,
Please enter my subscription and bill me later. '—J 
(N.B. Senior Citizens rate $9.00 per annum.)
With four
generations of his 
family present, 
together with many 
neighbors and friends, 
Edgar G. Wood, 9065 
Lochside, celebrated 
his 90th birthday with 
a wonderful dinner at 
the Waddling Dog Inn 
recently.
Wood was bom in 
Lachute, Quebec, on 
May 27, 1891, and 
graduated from 
McGill University in 
1917. He served in 
World War I and 
married his wife Lydia 
in -1921. Wood 
worked as a district 
agriculturalist* in 
several town in
Manitoba and Alberta 
before finally moving 
his Lochside home 
after retiring 21 years 
ago.
Indicative of the 
esteem in which he is 
held. Wood received 
hundreds of cards, 








Joe Clark and Hon. 
John Fraser, MP 
Vancouver south.
Marily Connolly, 
one ■ granddaughter 
from Bella Bella, her.
brother Ray, and 
sister and brother-in- 
law Sheila and Dan 
Devlin w'ith infant 
daughter, Morgan, all 
attended. Others 
present included 
Edgar’s daughter and 
son-in-law Con and 
Loma Connolly from 
Vancouver, grandson 
and w'ife who hosted 
the dinner. Jim and 
Janis . Connolly of 
Calgary were unable 
to attend, but phoned 
greetings.
Edgar and Lydia 
Wood ^re now' 




Nelly Courser ... holds VO-year-old wedding cake.
Teachers elect officers
Saanich teachers 
have, elected Pat 
Adlem as their 
president for the 1981- 
82 school year. 
Adlern, currently 
serving as the Saanich 
Teachers’ Association 
geographical 
representativ'e to the 
B . C.) T e a c h e r s ’ 
Federation, will take
office in July. She has 
served on the local 
teachers’ association 
executive for four 




elected' to the STA 
Executive ) at ) the 










MARYUND SUBDIVISION - STORM DRAINAGE 
JOB NUMBER 31-4043
Sealed tenders in separate envelopes marked 
“Tender For Maryland Subdivision ■ Storm 
Drainage" m\\ be received by the undersigned at 
the oflice of the Town of Sidney, Sidney, B.C., until 
4;00 p.m, local time on June 18, 1981 and opened 
in puolic at that time.
The Works to be constructed under this contract in­
clude the follov/ing; '
1, Supply and installation cf:
(a) 480 feef of 6 inch diameter storm drain 
(tip 1265 feet of 8 inch diameier .storm dram
(c) 980 feet of'10 inch diameter storm drain
(d) 2o0 feet of 12 inch diameier storm drain
2. Supply and installation of manholes, catch 
begins, cleanouts, service connections, etc. 
Drav/ings, Specifications and Tender Document, 
may be obtained from the offices of Willis, Cunliffe, 
Tait/DeL Can, either at 627 Fort Street, Victoria, 
B.C. or ,313 Columbia Street, West, New 
Westminster, B.C, on or alter Thursday, June 4, 
1981 on payment of the sum of twenty (,$20,00) 
dollars which is not refundable.
Payment lor these documents should be made to:
Willis, Cunlifle. Tail/DeL Can
Enquiries should be directed to Mr. J,F, Blanchet, 
P, Eng, ol Willis, Cunlilte, Tait/Del Can, 827 Fort 
Street, Victoria, B.C,, Telephone 385-8721,
The Drawings and Specifications may also be ex­
amined at Ihe Cohsiruclion Association of Victoria, 
1075 Alston Street and Ihe Amalgamated Construc­
tion Association ol British Columbia, 2675 Oak 
Street, Vancouver. B.C,
Tenders must be accompanied by tho specitled Bid 
Bond payable lo the Town ol Sidney.
The lows! or any tender will not necessarily bo ac­
cepted,
G.S, Logan, A.C.l.S , C M C.
Town Administrator Town of Sidney 











secretary; Stu Calder 
(Sidney) treasurer; 





were Wendy Gameron 




Val Baba (Elk Lake), 
Ros Taylor (Stelly’s), 
Christina Haight 





Five students from 
Sidney and three from 
Saanichton received 
degrees from the 
University of British 
Columbia lasi sveek.
A post-graduate 
degree of Master of 
Science was awarded 
to Terrence Alexander 
Curran, of Sidney, 
while Peter Van Stolk, 
Saanichton, received 
his Master of Library 
Science degree.
Bachelors’ degrees 
went to David Gerald 
Milhurn, Saanichton, 
Hachelor of Laws; 
Stephanie Lynne 
Sharpe. Saanichton, 




Bachelor of Arts 
majoring in in­
ternational relations; 
Phillip C.M. Holmes 
and Ian C. Morley, 
both of Sidney, 
Bachelor of Com­
merce, and Michael 
Artluir Nauss, Sidney, 
Bachelor of Science 
with honours in 
biochemistry and 
chemistry.
Till- nif'woi nit* fi>r 
the iwople.
ItsenilM- wnir ritthitt.
NValk a hlock a ilny.
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Hard work, not ‘navel-gazing
Saltspring Island pioneer Joe Garner says 
he wrote Never Fly Over An Eagle’s Nest “to 
record a series of events that happened to 
one family from the early 19th century to the 
present. The episodes and events are true and 
told as the author remembers and lived 
them. . .“
Garner had a desire to leave behind him a 
true picture of pioneering and the problems 
that faced settlers in the era that covered the 
oxcart to the float-equipped aircraft of the 
1940s.
But Garner has done much more than he 
set out to do. Never Fly Over An Eagle’s 
Nest is a rich, warm story told frankly, the 
writing succinct and colorful, conjuring up 
and making real for the reader a never- 
ending collection of incidents and hap­
penings to the Garner family that go to make 
up this book.
Garner was born in 1909 (one of 11 
children) in a log too! shed measuring eight 
by 10 feet. He worked from age seven, 
handing over his earning to his father until 
he was well into his teens. His father. Gland, 
was a harsh disiplinarian but despite hard 
work and many beatings. Garner says his
childhood was happy. Gamer signs books in Sidney
......................................
“My mother made it so. She was the 
strongest woman I’ve ever known in my life. 
We enjoyed what we were doing. — hunting, 
fishing, milking cows. Working was a way of 
life.”
Raised in such a manner, children learned 
to “make their own decisions and stand by 
them. It makes for real, solid people who 
have accepted responsibility for themselves 
at an early age.”
In a foreword to this remarkable book, 
Paul St. Pierre writes: “All it seems, took 
life as they found it and made good of it, 
losing neither their dignity, their will to 
work, nor their sense of humor. None, it 
seems, wasted an hour of their lives in navel- 
gazing. The obsessive self-interest of the Me- 
Me-Me generation of the 1960s and 70s must 
puzzle them all.”
They are strong people born to strong 
family ties, he concludes. “It is good that 
one of them is telling their story.”
Bruce Hutchison (Vancouver Sun) says the 
book was “written in such lively style that 1 
could not lay it down until I’d read the last 
page.”
Never Flky Over An Eagle’s Nest is on sale 




® Septic ® Holding ® Water
500, 600, 750 gal. custom sizes available
i ALPHA _ 10218 Bower Bank FTd.

















Jm, Ray together 50 years
A romance that began at the old Willows 
Ice Arena 55 years ago was celebrated at 
Capital Yacht Club Saturday afternoon 
when more than 100 friends and relatives 
gathered to honour Iris and Ray Woodridge 
on their golden wedding anniversary.
Iris Philbrook arrived in Victoria from 
England in 1913 and attended North Ward 
school. She played on a B.C. champion 
basketball team and on the Cougarettes 
Victoria ice hockey team.
She can still remember the band playing 
“Let me call you sweetheart” when Ray 
Wooldridge asked to skate with her that 
fateful day, but he says he asked her because 
she was such a good skater.
The great depression was in full swing by 
the time they decided to marry, and the 
groom had to borrow the money for the ring 
and for a honeymoon. They were married in 
the rectory of St. Andrew’s Cathedral with 
only their mothers present and 
honeymooned on Sproat Lake, rowing to the 
end of the lake. ^
Ray Wooldridge had come to Victoria in 
1918 and attended North Park and Victoria 
high school, graduating in 1924. He and his 
brother Gordon had helped their father, 
A.B. Wooldridge build a lovely home at 
Gordon Head and in 1925 A.B. Wooldridge 
started growing bulbs there. What began 
partly as a hobby grew into a business that 
has been central to the lives of the Ray 
Wooldridge family ever since.
In 1928 A.B. Wooldridge and Harry Van 
Waveren decided to go into the bulb business 
in a major way, and Van Waveren went to 
Holland to purchase some $15,000 worth of 
bulbs, mostly King Alfred daffodils. 
Wooldridge bought a farm called Maple 
Grove on what was then called Breeds Cross 
Road but later became McTavish Road, and 
the bulbs were planted there.
The bulbs were purchased at the inflated 
prices of the late 1920s, but shortly af­
terwards a disease called eel worm decimated 
the crops and it was difficult to salvage the 
bulbs. This was done with the help of Dr. 
William Newton; Bob Hastings and Jack 
Boshcr. Then the bulbs v/crc sold at the 
dcnalcd prices of the depression.
Ray Wooldridge and Iris Philbrook were 
married June 8, 1931, and lived at Maple
Iris and Ray Wooldridge
Grove where he yyas manager. At this time 
E.W. McMullen ,becarhe ’interested in the 
business and Wooldridge Bulh Farms was 
incorported. When the war broke out bulb 
values skyrocketed after Holland was 
overrun. By 1940 Wooldridge Bulb Farms 
had branched quite extensively into iris and 
it was decided to build greenhouses and force 
iris.'
A.B. Wooldridge at this time travelled as a 
salesman on the prairies, and he contacted 
Ted Holloway, who came to Victoria to 
manage the Brentwood Greenhouses Ltd. 
The greenhouses were built at 1061 Verdier 
Ave., and in 1941 Iris and Ray Wooldridge 
built the home at 1061 Verdier where they 
still live.
A few years later a range of glass at Sidney 
was purchased. At this time a company 
called Pacific Flower Ltd. was formed and a 
meat packing plant left over from the war 
was purchased as the base for the new 
company. This was managed for a time by 
Vera Marshall and later by Mrs. Joan 
Stubb.s, the elder daughter of Ray and Iris.
In 1956 a November cold snap froze all the
breeding stock of the Bulb Farms, a blow 
that the business did not survive.
Ray Wooldridge promised that the 
growers would eventually be paid, and 
started up on his own. In 1964 Barry Stubbs 
came into the business which was 
reorganized as Pacific Flowers (1964) Ltd. In 
the next few years it grew rapidly. Barry 
Stubbs had to sell out his interest in 1976 for 
health reasons, but the buyers, were the 
Stubbs’ three sons, Michael, Garry and 
Daryl.
From 1960 to 1978 the business was 
operated from the Wooldridges’ basement, 
but in 1978 they rented a warehouse on 
Gamma Street in Victoria. Recently their 
second daughter, Mrs. Donna Combs, also 
joined the business with her son Dale.
Fitness.
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formerly of Sidney Beauty Salon
vis-.
V pleased to, announce;; v; 
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..SALE
DOlillHI
SCROOL DISTRICT NO. 63 
(SAANICH)
DO YOU NEED A HOUSE OR COTTAGE?
School Olsirici No, 63 (Saanich), through Stelly's Secondary School Construction 
classes, makos available, at cost, losidontlal houses (or other structures),
Projects neod to conform to certain limitations dijo to timo, class sizos and Mlnislry 
of Highways fransportaflon rogulntions.
We arc looking parjlcularly for somoono who desires a structure of appro.'dmailey 
1,000 snare foot.
If you are Inlorosled, or wish further information, ploaso contact:
Mr, W,L Garraway 
Stolly's School 
1627 Stelly's X Road 
Brentwood Bay, B,C, 
V0G1A0

















EMICTIVE SALE OATES 
JUNE nt to JUNE rath only.
9768 - 5th Street, Sidney
6S6»3975 ■
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‘Endive, ‘Butter. SaCh
Prices Effective June 1981
In jfOiir Friemlly Sidney Sefeway store
SiIm la p«l»ll OosnfitlM only We retorv* tltf right to limit Ouiittitiei.
B.C. Hothouse 
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All Central Saanich Little League (CSLLj 
and Peninsula Senior Little League (PSLL) 
games are played at Centennial Park. All 
Sidney Little League (SLL) and Sidney 
Men’s League (SML) games are played at 
SanschaPark.
Wednesday: CSLL — Wakeman and 
Trimble vs Dura 6:15 p.m. and Brentwood 
Bay Sporting Goods vs Aladdin 6:15 p.m.; 
CSLL T-ball — Lions vs Brentwood Esso: 
PSLL — Ganderton Plumbing and Heating 
vs Royal Oak Inn 6 p.m.; Brentwood Texaco 
vs Robertson Construction 6 p.m.; SLL — 
Eagles vs Aces 6:30 p.m.; Expos vs Shrimps 
6:30 p.m.; SML — Coast Projects vs Fulford 
Inn Salties 6:30 p.m.
Thursday: CSLL — Brentwood Inn vs 
Supermart 6:15 p.m. and Firefighters vs 
Evening Opts. 6:15 p.m.; CSLL T-ball — 
Seaboard vs Lions; PSLL — Blaney Ter­
minal vs Ganderton Plumbing and Heating 6
p.m. and Weathergard vs Brentwood Texaco 
6 p.m.; SLL — Steelers vs Cubs 6:30 p.m. 
and Mets vs Kings 6:30 p.m.; SML — Arrow 
Painting vs Harvey’s Sporting Goods 6:30 
p.m.
Friday: CSLL — Aladdin vs Brentwood 
Sporting Goods 6:15 p.m. and Jubilee vs 
Smith’s 6:15 p.m.; CSLL T-ball — Cliff 
Mackay Esso vs Alliance; PSLL — Elk Lake 
Shell vs Royal Oak Inn 6 p.m.; SLL — 
Dodgers vs Giants 6:30 p.m.; SML — 
Travelodge vs Prairie Inn 6:30 p.m.
Saturday: CSLL — Supermart vs Bren­
twood Inn 10 a.m. and Dura vs Wakeman 
and Trimble 12:30 p.m.;; also Evening Opts 
vs Firefighters 10 a.m. and Food Giant vs 
Saanich Peninsula Savings Credit Union 
12:30 p.m.; CSLL T-ball — Seaboard vs 
Village Toy; SLL — Braves vs Pender Island 
3 p.m.
Sunday : SLL — Cubs vs Lions 1 p.m. and 
Eagles vs Pender Island 3 p.m.; also Hawks
On the strength of their girls’ squad, 
Parkland secondary school’s track and field 
team placed 14th out of 23 schools in the 
Vancouver Island high school track and field 
championships May 26 and 27 at Centennial 
Stadium in Victoria.
Parkland girls counted for 19 of the 
sichool’s 20 points and standout was Gillian 
Poole who placed second in the 3,000 
metres, third in the 1,500 metres and seventh 
in the javelin.
Parkland’s Heather Blythe finished sixth 
in the javelin while Mike Russell placed
Applications will be 
accepted from now 
unti Sept, for the 1981 
Henry Bennett Kelly 
Memorial hockey 
scholarship. Since 
1966 the award has
eighth in the boys 800 metres.
Elsewhere, Claremont finished in sixth 
spot overall with 72 points — 38 from the 
boys’ squad and 34 from the girls. Kathryn 
Pugh topped the girls’ 3,000 metres in a time 
of 10 mins. 58.9 seconds.
Meanwhile, Ann Brix of Claremont 
finished second in both the 800 metres and 
1,500 metres, while Leslie Hasker took sixth 
spot in the 200 metres and fourth in the 400 
metres.
For Claremont boys, Vince Clough
junior “A’, or 
college hockey - and 
be eligible for the 1981 
award.
The award is based 
on hockey ability, 
team leadership and 
good sportsmanship, 
good citizenship and 
academic standing. 
Additional con­
sideration will be 
given to anyone who 
has coached or helped
coach young athletes.
The winner must 
have been under 20 
years of age on Dec. 
31, 1980, and have 
completed grade 12 or 
be completing it in 
June 1981. He must 
have either registered 




etc.) or be planning to
vs Royals 1 p.m. and Kings vs Totems 3 
p.m.; SML — Coast Projects vs Hotel 
Sidney 1 p.m. and Harvey’s Sporting Goods 
vs Prairie Inn 3 p.m.
Monday: CSLL — Supermart vs Dura 
6:15 p.m. and Food Giant vs Aladdin 6:15 
p.m.; CSLL T-ball — Village Toy vs Fay’s 
Cleaners; PSLL — Royal Oak Inn vs Blaney 
Terminal 6 p.m. and Robertson Con­
struction vs Weathergard Shop 6 p.m.; SLL 
— Braves vs Steelers 6:30 p.m. and Shrimps 
vs Spitfires 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday: CSLL — Saanich Peninsula 
Savings Credit Union vs Jubilee 6:15 p.m. 
and Evening Opts. vs. Brentwood Bay 
Sporting Goods 6:15 p.m.; CSLL T-ball — 
Alliance vs Village Toy; PSLL — Elk Lake 
Shell vs Ganderton Plumbing and Heating 6 
p.m. and Brentwood Texaco vs Robertson 
Construction 6 p.m.; SLL — Aces vs Lions 
6:30 p.m. and Giants vs Bombers 6:30 p.m.
grabbed first in the 1,500-metre steeplechase 
and second in the 5,000 metres. Doug Carey 
took fifth in the 400 metres. Claremont’s 
relay squad also placed fourth in both the 
4000 metre and 4 x 400 metre events.
Finally, Keith Harvey took third spot in 
the pole vault for Claremont.
Mount Douglas captured the overall 
championship with 265 points, 100 more 
than runner-up Dunsmuir. Individual 
standout was Brentwood College’s Mark 
Williamson who finished first in the 100, 200 
and 400 metre events.
do so in September, 
1981. The cash award, 
presently $200, will 
only be paid upon 
proof of registration.
Applications should 
include a resume of 
their hockey and other 
sporting activities 
with a transcript of 
their high school 
marks. They may be 
prepared by the 
candidate, a parent, a
coach or other in­
terested person and be 
mailed to any of the 
following three 
trustees of the Kelly 






Victoria or Doug 
Morton, 901 Selkirk 
Ave. Victoria.
Andrew Ens of the Kings slides safely into home bare seconds 
before Scott Sparling of Royals receives ball from catcher 
during Little League minor division play Saturday. League­
leading Kings emerged victors in contest.
Tom Cronk Photo.
Due to Popular Demand 
the Latch is open 
for Luncheons again 
Tuesday to Friday 
12-2:30 p.m.
Glen Meadows 
men’s inter-club team 
kicked off league play . 
May 27 with a 5 1/2-3 
1/2 victory over 
Gorge Vale. Glen 
Meadows’ John 
Morgan halved with 
Grant Milliken, while 
Ed Beaucheinin 
trimmed Robin 
Steffanick three and 
two. Glen Meadows
took best ball two 
up.
Gorge Vale’s Stu 
Holy rod beat Mike 
foreman five and 
three while Rob 
Ferguson topped Phil 
Scott three and two to 
give Gorge Vale the 
best ball five and 
three.
Finally, Don
Gowan of Glen 
Meadows beat Chris 
Dowds one up, and 
Roger Hollick 
trumped Earl Davies 
three and one to put 
Glen Meadows three 
and two for best ball.
Other first-round 
winners included 








their winning streak in 
Sidney Major Little 
League play last week, 
downing Steelers 20- 
13 on May 27 and 
Braves 12-1 on May 
31. Pender Island also
had back-to-back with Cubs taking a 17-
wins, over Cubs, 11- 
10, on May 30 and 
Lions, 24-4, on May 
31.
Cubs and Lions 
split a pair of games,
16 squeaker on May
25, but losing 17-8 on 
May 28. Braves and 
Eagles played on May
26, with the Braves 
coming out on top 19- 
4,
join me on an escorted 
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BILLY MARTIN is at it again, and one 
can’t help but feel sorry for him. He knows 
his baseball but doesn’t seem ablelo manage 
himself. Kicking dirt on an umpire and then, 
as frustration peaked, picking up a double 
handful of the stuff and throwing it at the 
game official is kiddy stuff, and another sign 
that Martin is again on his way to destroying 
what he was building . . . meanwhile, sports 
lost one of its classiest when Jean Ratelle 
decided to end his playing career. Only eight 
players have beaten his total of 491 National 
Hockey League goals and he is sixth in 
points with 1,267. In 1,281 games over 20 
seasons he drew only 276 minutes in penalty 
minutes, a total Tiger Williams, the peerless 
leader of the Vancouver Canucks, has 
surpassed in four different seasons . . . it’s a 
minor gripe but do w'ish baseball writers 
would quity writing about bases-clearing 
doubles and triples. The only hit which 
leaves nobody on base is a home run . . . it is 
looking as if the daily mutuel average at 
Exhibition Park this year will exceed $1.2 
million . . . fans who coupled Coole Park 
and Medical Bender in the seventh-race 
quinella at Exhibition Park Saturday must 
have been a bit surprised at the payoff. It 
was $10.90, quite modest in view of the fact 
Coole Park paid $19.80 to win and Medical 
Bender returned $7.90 for a place bet. And 
7-10 hardly made it numbers playing item 
. . . hockey fans are still talking about the 
surprising results which made Stanley Cup 
semi-finalists out of seventh, ninth and 13th- 
place teams but only those a bit long in the 
tooth remember what happened in 1938. 
That was when Chicago Black Hawks, who 
floundered to a 14-25-9 log in schedule play, 
eliminated Montreal Candiens in the first 
round and went on to topple the first place 
Toronto Maple Leafs in the final . . . Mike 
Rogers, the high-scoring centreman Van­
couver Canucks didn’t think was rugged 
enough for them, has played in 320 con­
secutive games for the Hartford Whalers 
and missed only four games in seven seasons 
... a study has disclosed that 18 per cent of 
NHL players came from college ranks. It’s 
quite a change, and a trend likely to continue 
. . . other things change, to. In 1962, Judge 
Roy Hofheinz, proud owner of Houston’s 
major-league baseball club, paid for out­
fitting the Astros with stetson hats and 
cowboy boots but had to give up the idea 
when his players objected. Now many of the 
Astros are attired in $200 cowboy boots and 
$100 stetsons they purchased.. .
MAYOR ERIC SHERWOOD of North 
Saanich will Officially open the new San-
down grandstand on Saturday, and operator 
Jim Keeling has made certain that 
proceedings won’t be draggy and dull by 
getting the ebullient (agitated, as if boiling; 
bubbling over - and more fitting, Dobber, 
than vivacious) Ken Dobson to handle the 
microphone. And that reminds, again, that 
few generate as much good will for their 
employer as The Dobber does for CFAX as a 
sort of at-large master-of-ceremonies. Like 
the Scarlet-Pimpernel, he is here, there and 
everywhere. And, more often than not, on 
his own time . . . rightwinger Joe Mullen of 
Salt Lake City Golden Eagles is the latest to 
be named as minor-leaguer of the season by 
the Hockey News, and one can only hope 
things turn out differently for him than they 
did for his predecessors. Whether it’s poor 
selection or that the minor leagues aren’t 
producing could be a matter of opinion but 
„ not much of a hockey team would be made 
out of the previous winner - Ron Ward, Jim 
Lorenlz, Jack Egers, Art Jones, Ross 
Perkins, Yvon Lambert, Larry Sacharuk, 
Doug Gibson, Joe Hardy, Red Bloomfield, 
Doug Palazzari, Mike Eaves and Bill 
Lochead . . . reports that they have signed 
Roger Neilson as assistant coach tend to 
make one think that Vancouver Canucks 
aren’t planing to play more interesting 
hockey. Neilson turned the far more talented 
Buffalo Sabres into a dull club after some 
similar success with Toronto Maple Leafs 
but the Canucks could pose some problems 
. . . Cleveland-righthander Len Barker beat 
the New York Yankees on Sunday, and 
maybe that was enough to satisfy his 92- 
year-old grandmother, Tokie Gilbert. Told 
about Barker’s perfect game against Toronto 
Blue Jays last month, she said “I’m very 
proud. 1 hope he does better next time.’’
WILLIE SHOEMAKER maj^: have the.
.-..J r'. '
most-amazing record in sport. It wasn’t that 
long ago that everyone believed that Johnny 
Longden, who stopped at 6,033 wins, would 
likely wind up as the winningest jockey of all 
time, but Shoemaker, still winning often, is 
almost 2,000 ahead of that and it is quite 
possible that he might be able to carry on 
long enough to reach 9,000 wins . . . Kansas 
City Royals have been furnishing another 
proof that standing pat with a winner isn’t 
always good policy ... it says something for 
our times that a race horse can win $616,280 
in a month. And it’s a sad commentary on 
bur priorities when the money spent on 
advertising those government-sponsored 
lotteries would take care of the shortage of 
hospital beds. There is still something ob­
scene about government trying to encourage 
people to gamble on lotteries, particularly 
when what proceeds there are become a sort 
of a slush fund to be handed out at the whim 
of some bureaucrat . . . the difference 
between a .270 and a .300-hitting regular in 
major-league baseball is about one extra hit 
every 10 games ... Gordie Howe had 35 
NHL goals and 68 assists at age 21 while 
Wayne Gretzky, who won’t be 21 until next 
January, already has 106 goals and 195 
assists. But it’s being a bit premature to 
believe that Howe’s career records of 801 
goals and 1,049 assists are certain to be 
surpassed by the Edmonton stripling. Howe 
was a tough, raw-boned type who played 26 
NHL seasons and added 174 goals and 334 
assists in six seasons in the World Hockey 
Association while Gretzky is a 165-pounder 
who will need more luck than Howe to stay 
healthy. At his curent pace, and it’s one a bit 
difficult to better, Gretzky will need 13 more 
seasons to get 800 career goals . . . veteran 
Bobby Schmautz of the Vancouver Canucks 
can hardly be considered as a candidate for 
the diplomatic corps when his playing days 
are over. His one-year contract expired at 
age 36 and playoff developments indicating 
he was rated as expendable, he has been 
quoted as saying that if the Canucks wanted 
him around next season they’d have to pay 
more . . . time hasn’t dimmed appreciation 
of the story about basketball coach Woody 
Crum, who suffered through a 36-game 
losing streak while he was at Lawrence 
Central High School in Indiana. That 
brough a letter from an irate fan, who 
claimed he wasn’t getting his money’s worth 
as a taxpayer who helped pay Crum’s salary. 
Crum went through municipal records to 
find out how many taxpayers there were, 
divided the number into his salary and sent 
the letter writer a refund. The cheque was for 
■: ' six cents.'.y'
SPORTS
phone 656-1151.
liiaiik ; Ev®ry®ii@ 
f®r y®yr ¥aiy®d Patronag® 
®¥@r the past 45 years.
As of IV! ay 30th 
our store wit! be closed.
We have enjoyed a close association with our good friends & 
customers over these years.




Sidney girls softball 
league is well into its 
season and there are 
three divisions again 
this year; Squirts, Pee 
Wees and Bantams. 
All have shown in 
increased inrolment.
In the Squirt 
division, Sidney 
Susies and Cooper 
Truckers are the two 
returning squads, with 
Saanich Seafood 
Shrimps the new club.
Meanwhile, the Pec 
Wee division also has 
two returning teams: 
Knowles Realty and 
Shoreline Mctalcraft, 
along with a new 



























We’ve widened our line
narrow youi
i:5)rs5^
In Pee Wee action, 




Knowles Realty tangle 
Tuesday. Both games 
are at Sanscha 
diamond beginning at 
6:30 p.m.
“DO YOU HAVE A MONGOOSE IN STOCKr
(¥et 3hop
BIRDS - AQUARIUMS -- SMALL ANIMALS 
TROPICAL [-ISII ~ PLT SUPPLIES
Hours- Mon, • Thurs. 10-6 
Fri. 10 - 6, Sat, 10 - 5:30
656-3314
Boacon Plaza, 2337 Boacon Avonuo, Sldnoy
l\':i Rents Trucks
for moving local & one way.
RlflOEil
WWliiii
Pick Up Your Truck 
in Brentwood ...
. . . Drop it off at 
any of our Offices
"' IN .
VAf^coi)yr;ii, riAfmio,
THE INTERIOR, OKANAOAN VALLEY, etc.







The John Deere Compact 
Utility Tractor line keeps 
growing...smaller. Joining 
the 850, 950 and 1050 (with 
respective horsepower of 22, 27 
and 33 at the PTO) are two 
brand-new, fuel-saving diesels, 
The M,5-PTO-hp 650 and the 
18-PTO-hp 750,''
Whether you ctioose one of 
these new Task-Master Tractors 
or one of their predecessors 
you're sure to find them a valu­
able addition to any operation, 
Tt'iey're at home in virtually any 
environment - parks, sch(M:d- 
yards, nurseries.:,wherever there 
are lough jobs to do.
Task»Master 
Tractors
Thoso are basic, simply 
designed tractors. Easy to 
service. (Easy to operate.
Yet tliey have many features 
you'd expect only in larger 
machines, Category 1 S-point 
tiitch (load and depth sensing on 
the 10.50),,,8-apeed transmis­
sion ,, .540-rpm PT0 (contin- 
uous-running on ttie 1050),.. 
diltcrential lock., Iinnd and tool 
tl'irolllns. Plus a menhanir::al 
tront-wlierd-drivc? option lor the 
650, 750, 950 and 1050. Por
more power and GiTioother , 
operation, the 1050 even has a 
turbocharged engine.
To do the jobs you need to do, 
more than 20 implements are 
available. Five different mowers. 
Posthole digger, Tiller (lor 8.50 
and 950), Front loader. Rear 
blade. Box scraper. And backhoe 
(tor 850 and 950),
Tough little tractors that help 
you do tho job right,
t'(, .11 ipni tur liii.liiill (I'jO
,"-,11 (((,() ll'liifl All (ly
(ill:i,!,|i iiii ,yi(> f.ir.iorv
p'lf n hr'ii copy nl ilio jppn Deoro 
Connriorcial Lquipinoni Groundtt Gam 
l’i)icliiv.".iii!:) Giiidfi wnift, Jrittti Dumo l.imilncl, 





Expanding Real Estate and Insurance of­
fice requires part time help. Typing re­
quired. Insurance knowledge an asset. 















CONSUMER TAXATION BRANCH 
REAL PROPERTY TAXATION BRANCH
The Consumer Taxation Branch and the Real Property Taxation Branch ol the 
Ministry ot Finance, Province of British Columbia have recently relocated 
their olllces to 1106 Cook Sheet, Victoria.
The Consumer Taxation Branch is responsible lor Ihe administration ol pro­
vincial statutes covering:
•social service tax,
•gasoline and motive luel taxes, 
•tobacco tax,
•hotel room tax, and 
•horse racing lax.
The Real Property Taxation Branch (Surveyor ot Taxes) is responsible lor tax­
ation on real properly in Ihe rural areas ot British Columbia.
The olllce ol the Provincial Collector lor the Victoria Collectorate, including 
the areas of Langford, Colwood, Melchosin and Sooke, is a part ol ihis 
branch and also located at 1106 Cook Street on the 3rd floor.
Inquiries related to real properly and consumer taxation matters may be made 
in person at Ihe new ollice location or by mail or telephone lo;
Consumer Taxation Branch 
OR
Real Property Taxation Branch 
(Surveyor ot Taxes)






Congratulations to teacher Peter 
Mason and his wife on the arrival of their 
new son, born May 25.
Also congratulations to grade 12 
student Shawn Hartley, who has been 
selected to the B.C. under 19 rugby squad 
which represent B.C. in the Canada 
Summer Games at Thunder Bay, Ont.
In other school news;
« Candidates for next year’s student 
council prime minister are now busy with 
preparations for campaigning. Election 
time is approaching quickly.
® A staff-student banquet was held last 
Wednesday at the UVic Faculty Club, as 
part of this year’s graduation activities. 
The evening was a great success, complete 
with a delicious dinner, amusing anec­
dotes and preposterous plays.
® Graduation ceremonies for the Class 
of ‘81 were held last Friday, and the 
evening went well. These 120 grads are the 
last of the originals in Stelly’s — they 
started grade 9 when the school opened 4 
years ago, and have gone right through to 
completion of grade 12.
About 750 people attended the 
ceremonies, held in the school gym, which 
was decorated in a Japanese tea garden 
style.
Following the ceremonies was “after­
grad-, held at St. Joseph’s Hall, with 
















MARINER Saturday 9-5:00 p.m.
MODEL " Sala Price „ model SalePrlceV : MODEL SalePrIce
2M , ' ^ : 385.00 25ML 1,490.00 60EL 2,530.00
4M 625.00 25EL 1,685.00 70EL 3,010.00
5ML 730.00 30ML , , - 1,580.00 . 80EL 3,255.00
8ML >, 945.00 :,30EL - 1,745.00 90EL 3,500.00
9.9ML 1,070.00 40ML 1,795.00 115ELPT 4,170.00
9.9EL 1,270.00 ; 40EL : : . 1,970.00 150ELPT 4,970.00
15ML : 1,295.00 50ML 2,295.00 175ELPT 5,250.00
15EL 1,475,00 50EL 2,495.00
•Save $600 BMW Stemdrive installed free of labour
, 200ELPT 5,575.00








Long time library 
worker and former 
North Saanich 
alderman Nell Horth 
was honored last 
weekend at a meeting 
of library executives 
from throughout the 
•province.
Central Saanich 
Aid. Earle Tabor told 
council Monday he 
attended the two-day 
convention and was 
delighted to hear that 
Mrs; Hor^Chad been 
honored.
“We have all 
appreciated her hard 
work in the library 
and the mention was 
well-deserved.’’
There’s plenty in store for everyone on 
Canada Day — July 1 — and in addition to 
the usual fun events there’ll be a few 
changes, says Sidney Days Festival Society 
president Barbara Griffith.
The parade route is reversed this year and 
the marshalling area is now Sidney 
elementary school. Some people were not 
happy with the “corral’’ effect of the 1980 
festival beer garden so the society is trying 
something different — a family oriented 
style indoor beer garden which includes a 
continuous stage show organized by Bill 
Ratcliffe. Entertainment is already being
lined up, Griffith says.
Theme this year is Pioneers — Past and 
Present and the society suggests people dress 
in old fashioned clothing, nautical style or 
“just don a hat and join the crowd.’’
There’s going to be an outdoor dance for 
teens — it’ll be supervised and won’t start 
until the beer garden closes. And then 
there’ll be the usual favorites — Kiwanis 
pancake breakfast, arts and crafts show and 
bingo (both in a marquis tent this year), fun 
fair, concession booths, band concert, 
vintage car display and children’s rides.
Not confirmed yet — a beer barrel relay 
race and the Victoria Wheeler’s Bicycle 
Race. The regatta will be held on the 
weekend following July 1 celebrations.
Griffith says much planning has gone into 
the upcoming festival and the society feels 
it’s “heading for clear waters.’’ The society 
ran the tearoom at the recent arts and crafts 
show at Sanscha Hall — and “we feel that 
was a success”, Griffiths says. Also on the 
agenda before July 1 — the society is 
sponsoring the, Peninsula Dance School 
Recital June 20 and 21 and will be looking 
after tickets, posters, advertising, lighting 
for the show, etc.
Silver Tkreads
The Silver Threads Centre at 10030 
Resthaven Drive is open 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
weekdays, 7 - 9 p.m. evenings and 1 - 4 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday. Lunches, tea, coffee, 
billiards, wide variety craft classes, 
recreational activities, languages, trips, etc. 
If you are 60 or better Silyer Tjireads,would 
like to hear from you. Please.call,656T5537„ i
Coming events: June 11 - annual
volunteer appreciation tea; June 19 rose 
show; July 16 —mystery trip.
: There will be no classes during the summer 
but members are welcome to use the craft 
room.
It was great fun for crowds that turned out to picnic at 
Centennial Park Sunday. Top right, Sarah, 6, and Kirsten, 5, 
of Brentwood elementary pose proudly with decorated pram, 
and below, square dancers entertain.
•Coming Glas-ply and Avon inflatable.
3 MONTH WARRANTY ON lABOUR & PARTS




Baking has been our business 
since 1903
il il:!





Should Sidney Little League be allowed to 
purchase some of the town’s used equipment 
forSl?
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey thinks it 
would be a mockery of the tender process.
Aldermen Ben Ethier and Stan Bamford 
see no reason why the league shouldn’t have 
the equipment and Aid. Ross Martin is more 
concerned that three members of staff had 
put in a bid,
Sealey put it this way Monday night. 
When council puts out tenders for work to 
be done it accepts the lowest bid, when it 
puts something up for sale it should accept
(5S I'iiiO OX 
ilOO tx 
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The regular meeting 
of Saanich school 
board sclieduled for 
line 8 has been 
changed to June 15.
the highest bid, she said. But that wasn’t the 
recommendation that came to council’s 
committee of the whole.
The highest bid for the used equipment 
was $256. Sidney Little League offered $1. 
And it was suggested the committee approve.
Sealey blasted aldermen for the 
“mockery” of the procedure. We called for 
tender to get the best price, we should go for 
the highest bidder, Sealey said, adding, “It’s 
quite improper.”
Bamford pleaded The league had once 
supplied ball diamonds at no cost to the 
town and Ethier sugge.stcd the equipment 
was “old” but Sealey retorted Ethcir was 
“denying reality when you have a bid for 
$256 and you sell for $1.”
Koss was dismayed three members of staff 
had ptil forward bids ;ind suggested in future 
staff not be permitted to tender, Norquay 
added fuel lo the fire by pointing out if he’d 
read the advertisement in the paper in time 
he’d have “pul in a bid myself.”
'I he motion to approve the sale to Sidney 





★ LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
★ LOCAL BILLING
★ DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
★ BURNER SERVICE
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F ew ratepayers 
turn out for meeting
DAVE’S 
APPUANCE CENTRE
THJS WEEK'S SPECIAL ------------
New — Fridge, Range, built-inNear
Dishwasher and Dryer 
all in Harvest Gold. n,650°®
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) clubhouse located at 
2304 Oakville, is an activity 
centre for young people aged 13 - 
18 years. Most activities are free 
and everyone is welcome.
Clubhouse hours are 6:30 - 10 
p.m. Monday to Thursday, 7-11 
p.m. Friday and Saturday, 1 - 5 
p.m. Sunday. Gyrn nights have 
been called for the summer. 
There will be baseball games at 
Deep Cove school 6 - 8 p.m. 
Thursday, games to continue as 
long as people are interested.
Seniors [aged 60 or over] new 
to Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
Silver Threads centre offers class 
acitivities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in to 10030 Resthaven or 
call us at 656-5537. ■
Tennis ‘81 is happening in 
Central Saanich. Afternoon 
lessons for all ages, register now 
at the municipal hall or call 652- 
4444 for details. Cost: six lessons 
for$13.
Interested in local history? 
Sidney Museum on Beacon 
Avenue is open 10 a.m. - 5. p.m. 
seven days a week through Sept.
.
Anyone for tennis? Players at 
all levels are welcome to join the 
Saanich Peninsula Tennis Club 
which meets Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at Parkland school 
courts. Play is^. from 6:30 p.m. 
until dusk from now through 
September. Balls supplied, fee — 
adults $10, students $5. For more 
informatibh call Jim Black at 
656-2885 Or come to the courts 
^any Tuesday or Thursday.
Sidney Film Association 
presents Walkabout, a movie set
in Australia starring Jenny 
Agutter at 8 p.m. June 6 at 
Sidney elementary school. It tells 
the story of a young English 
brother and sister lost in the 
outback and describes their 
survival and key relationship with 
an aboriginal boy whom they 
meet during their ordeal. For 
more information call 656-6992.
Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens meet the first and third 
Thursdays at the Lion’s Hall on 
East Saanich Road at 2 p.m. A 
planned program is offered.
Lose weight, meet friends at 
Sidney TOPS (Take Off Pounds 
Sensibly) Meetings at 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesdays. For more in­
formation call Mary at 656-3784 
or Jean at 656-2791.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays of the month at the 
United Church Hall on East 
Saanich Road at 8 p.m. New 
members are now being accepted.
Saanich Peninsula La Leche 
League monthly meeting will be 
held at 8 p.m. June 4, 10385 
Patricia Place, Sidney. 
Discussion will include en­
couragement and information on 
how to establish a happy nursing 
relationship. For more in­
formation call 658-5733 or 477- 
5673.
The list annual Horseman’s 
Service takes place ill: 15-a^m.- 
June 21 at St. Stephen’s Church, 
Mount Newton Cross Road. 
Coffee served, riders, non-riders 
welcomed.
By LEA KING 
The May , 27 
meeting of Central 
Saanich Ratepayers 
Association was 
poorly attended. The 
meeting had been well 
advertised by posters 
throughout the 
municipality and 
through ads in the 
local newspapers, but 
fewer than a dozen 
people turned out to 
hear Aid. Ron Cullis 
talk about parks and 
recreation in Central 
Saanich and Aid. 
Trevor Jones talk 
about finances.
Cullis said that the 
policy of letting 
people decide what 
they want in the way 
of recreation will be 
followed, with the
municipality finding 
instructors and places 
for the activities. The 
Boys and Girls Club 
of Victoria will 
continue on a year-by- 
year contract with the 
municipality to 
provide activities for 
Central Saanich 
youngsters — over 
500 boys and girls are 
participating in little 
league type baseball, 
and the fields at 
Centennial Park are 
booked solid for the 
season, he said.
Centennial Park 
still remains the 
biggest attraction for 
recreation in the 
municipality and 
plans to improve this 
facility are constantly 
being upgraded, he
added.
Talks are going on 
about the growing 
need for a community 
centre since the influx 
of population in the 
past few years has 
vastly overcrowded 
existing halls and 
buildings available, he 
told ratepayers. The 
cost of renting schools 
during their off-hours 
is become too ex­
pensive for the or­
dinary group of club, 
he explained.
' Cullis answered 
questions from 
ratepayers who were 
concerned with the 
state of public walk­
ways along Central 
Saanich beaches. It 
was felt the 
municipality should
make effort to keep 
accesses and walk­
ways free from debris, 
which is thrown on 
these areas by 
residents living next to 
them, it was charged.
Jones talked about 
zero-based budgetting 
and some of the 
problems involved in 
financing the 
municipality for the 
calendar year with tax 
money collected in 
June. Other areas 
covered by Jones on 
finance included 
salaries of the elected 
officials and the 
reserve funds of the 
municipality.







309-2453 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C. V8l 1X7 656-1712
PAMELA M. COSTAlfi, M.C.S.P., fJ.C.P.A.
announces her association with
JOSEPH M. KUBIHEC, B.PT., M.C.P.A.





Senior Citizens were 
guests of Merrill and 
Mary Harr op May 21 
at the couple’s ranch 
on ■ West Saanich 
Road. It was a great 
treat for the group 





Mrs. K. Garland, 
social secreatary for 
seniors.
In a busy itinery, 
the group enjoyed a 
ferry trip round the 
islands May 26, at- 
; tended ■ a luncheoni at 
Stelly’s school June 1 
and on June 4 plan a 
social afternoon of 
bingo and games at 
the Lions Hall on East
Saanich Road.
On June 11a work 
party kicks off at 2 
p.m., making items 
for the groups up­
coming fall bazaar 
and on June 18 there’s 
a potluck lunch 
planned from 1 - 4
p.m. at Centennial 
Park.
All senior citizens 
are invited to attend 
any of these events. 
For more information 
call the president, 







•BIKINI LINE ®LEG ®UNDER ARM
— Free consultation without obligation —
5 mn. COSiPLI^ENTAiY THEATOENT
JAMM ELECTROLYSIS CLIMIG
204-2405 Beacon (in the Pink Kitten Beauty Salon)
TOWN SQUARE




Bill Ratcliffe and 
his RatkapelTe 
Bavarian Band is
gearing up for July 1 





Sanscha Hall later in 
the afternoon. He’ll 
also be taking his 
“sun.shine mu.sic” to 
Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital and Sidney 
Personal Care Home.
Appearances of the 
band are being 
spon.soicd by The
Review, Sparling Real 
Estate, Sidney 
Bakery, Motel Sidney, 
McKinnon, Lott and 
Do Rosenroll and 
Gordon Hulmc Ltd.
SIDNEY miEAT
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535







SIDE FAH’S FRYING CHICKENS
BACON Chicken $159 Chicken $179LEGS..... . ...lb. i THIGHS. . . . . . lb. 1
I $139
LB. JL
Chicken $169 Chicken $^49
DRUMSTICKS ..lb. i BREASTS ...lb. £









Open Every Day At 11 AM
Chinas© & Western Food
Light Luncheons •— Soft Ice Cream














Manning Press (604) 656-0171
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• ISLE OF ALOA SKIN CARE 











SEE WHAT’S BEEN HAPPENING IN THE UPPER MALLl 
Come & Soo our Exercise Room 9i Cosmetics Corner
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As fi public sorvice, McCall 
Bros, provide this booklet. 
For your copy. simply mail 
the attached coupon to' 
McCall's. If you have any 
questions about its con­
tents, please feel free to 
contact McCall's by phone 









North Saanich girl has 
been one of four 
Greater Victoria 
students selected to 
travel to Luxembourg 





house, 1265 Cloake 
Hill Road, will join 
three other 11-year- 
olds — two boys and 
another girl — who 
will visit Luxembourg 
for a month beginning 
July 14,
Laurel was chosen 
from more than 100 
1 1 -year-olds. 
Children’s Inter­
national Summer 
Village is a non-profit 
organization .
By HELEN LANG
Lovely to have it a little warmer at last, 
and a few days at least, without rain. The 
farmers are out in force, tilling their fields, 
and in some cases planting their crops. If you 
still haven’t put in your vegetable garden or 
your spring bedding plants, you better get a 
move on, although as I keep insisting, “in 
this part of the country, you can plant things 
almost all year around.’’
The trouble is that bedding plants in 
nurseries tend to get overgrown for the size 
of their pots by this time. If you find, on 
taking them out of their pots, that the roots 
are a solid mass at the bottom of the con­
tainer, I find that separating the roots and 
pulling them out so that they point outward, 
rather than around in a circle, makes for a 
better plant.
When you have brutalized your plants this 
way, please be sure to “water them in’’ with 
a liberal hand, using water to which you have 
added a little “HI*SOL’’ (20-20-20) or some 
fish fertilizer. If it is sunny when you are 
planting, each plant should be covered with, 
some sort of shade cover. . . even a bit of 
long grass will do the trick, and, for 
Heaven’s sake, don’t forget to put some slug 
bait somewhere close by when you are 
finished.
If you are a beer drinker you might part 
with one or two mouthfulls and try to catch
them that way — the beer goes in a shallow 
dish, or the lid to a coffee can or something, 
not aimed, in a dead-eye Dick fashion, 
directly'on the slug!
Never, in all my years of gardening have I 
seen so many aphids. They come in a wide 
assortment of colours, but all have the same 
purpose in mind. . . to eat your entire 
garden. Perhaps they have the same ability 
as the chameleon and alter their colour to 
match their surroundings, or maybe the 
colour of what they are feasting on shows 
through their . .er. . skin.
Whatever. . . they are alrriost invisible.
Look for them near the tops of your roses 
(for example). They love the tender new 
foliage, and are crazy about the buds (said 
she, weeping loudly.) Really watch for them, 
not just on roses, but, this year, on almost 
everything else.
A soap spray, whether you use Safer’s 
Soap, or a concoction of your own, will kill 
them, but you have to' keep at it, since, in a 
few days, you’ll find you have a whole new ' 
lot, happily sucking the life out of your 
plants. Gardners don’t get a lot of rest.
Still on the subject of pests, and while you 
are examining your roses, watch for 
“loopers’’, those greedy green worms that 
take a couple of leaves, glue them together 
for shelter, and move out from there to eat 
every surrounding leaf. I find it best to 
hand-pick these rotten things (at this 
point, I am so fed up with bugs I can squash 
them in my fingers with little more than a 
shudder of disgust) but this method may not. 
appeal to all of you. Drop them in a tin, 
perhaps? Then when you have them all in 
one place, dump them out on the walk, and 
step on the lot.
Time now to plant your corn, your beans, 
to start your squash seeds (or cukes) outside, 
and almost time to put out your begonias. I 
like to wait until the first of June to plant out 
the latter. . . they are so beautiful and rather 
expensive, so why take a chance?
DADS OF ALL AGES...
Appreciate a Personal Gift 




4454 West Saanicli Sd.




Order your Wedding 
Cake NOW for your 
June Reception
■■
Yeyr Stioppfiig Prubteins 





4468 W. Saanich Rd.,
WS.4
PRICES EFFECTIVE WED., JUNE 3rd to SAT., JUNE 6th
THIS WEIK’S SPECIAL
tiniAisoi! mim im
Reg.95*now .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......Loaf ffl w
CRUSTY BOHS
Reg. *1.35 NOW.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ooz. W W
ML OUR BREftP & BAKED GOODS ARE MftDE WITH UNBLEACHED FLOOR.
DEE DUTCH OVEN BAKERY






















Royal Oak Centre 4450A We,St Saanich Rd. 727-2422
rrJTt
OPEN SATURDAY 9 to 6 
MONDAY thru FRIDAY 9 to 9
WE nESenVE THE mOHT TO LIMIT nUANTl'tlES. WHILE STOCKS UST,
\1 . J I > i I, f Sj^ / V U
sss *Because they’ve discovefe¥tl3^ convenience and fun service of the:
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Students help police
By MICHELLE SCOTT 
Central Saanich police will get some help 
over the next 14 weeks, with three students 
hired to assist the crime prevention 
department. Student leader is Debbie Rae, 
a recent arrival from Alberta, experienced in 
dealing with children, assistants are Mary 
Hodgson and Gillian Yelland.
Purpose of the police summer youth 
employment program is to initiate two 
different projects in the community. First is 
a bicycle safety check and operation iden­
tification program, aimed at children in 
school. Youngsters will be given a bicycle 
driving test in three areas: balance, obstacle 
and intersection. This test is a modified 
version from the Canada Safety Council 
Book.
A copy of the test results will be given to 
children to take home and show their 
parents. The bikes will also be checked for 
safety.
Crime prevention officer Jack Hill says his 
group will be starting an operation iden­
tification of bikes at schools, a program 
he hopes to continue annually. Bikes will be 
marked with an identifying number and 
children will receive decals warning bikes are 
marked.
This program is being carried out at 
Saanichton, Keating and Brentwood 
elementary schools and Mount Newton 
middle school. Hill says in the first 
week of operation 195 bikes had been 
marked and undergone a safety inspection.
Hill has plans for preliminary driving 
tests in schools, and would like to end up 
with an annual bike rodeo, involving 
students from all four schools. He doesn’t 
see this happening this year, however, 
because of the limited time until summer 
holidays.
Children who miss out on operation 
identification may go to the police station at 
a later date, and have their bikes marked .
Second project for students is Operation 
Provident, a property identification 
program for the business sector.
Throughout the summer students will be 
approaching all businesses in the 
municipality to mark property and equip­
ment. Hill says articles marked will be those 
that are used every day, such as cash 
registers, tools, and typewriters.
Merchants will be issued stickers for their 
doors and windows, warning all property has 
been marked.
After these two programs. Hill says “time 
permitting” police and students will attend 
at Brentwood Bay marinas, to assist boat 
owners in identification of their property. At 
a business’ request. Hill will also conduct a 
security survey of the premises.
Another aim of the program is to make 
the community aware of crime prevention 
available to them. “We want to get the 
message across to citizens, parents and 
businessmen, that this service will be 
available, and we will be approaching them 
over the next 14 weeks”, Hill says.
The service is free, takes very little time, 
and could save many dollars in the long run.
Summer police youth worker Mary 
Hodgson registers John Scott for 
Central Saanich bicycle identification 
program.
. . . And 
at Sidney
Sidney businessmen 
will have a chance to 
beef up their security 
systems this week 
when Sidney RCMP 
kicks off its Business 
Watch program.
Business Watch is 
the first of a series of 
crime prevention 
programs sponsored 
by the RCMP through 
its summer youth 
employment service.
Merchants will 
receive calls from four 
university students 
asking if they want to 
be registered with the 
RCMP and have a 
security check.
The students will 
also carry out 
Operation Provident 
— a nation-wide 
system where business 
property is marked to 
prevent thefts.
“We want the 
business people to 
know we’re coming 
and that we’re 
legitimate,” says 
project worker Karen 
Omelchuk, so student 
will have a proper 
identification card.
Business Watch 
isn’t the only program 
planned this summer. 
The students will also 
hold Marine Watch — 
a boat safety check 
done with the co­
operation of the Coast 
Guard. Boat property 
will also be marked 
for identification and 
the vessel given a 
security check.
Later this summer a 
bicycle registration 
program will be held 
followed by'a tourist 
alert program where 
students . take the
lipliilsfiaiiifK
program into parks 
and recreation areas, 
showing tourists how 




will carry out a survey
on impaired driving.
Local service clubs 
will provide com­
munity support. The 
project is federally 








- SPECIAL OF THE WEEK 









FOR DINING IN A COSY ATMOSPHERE
Mon.-Fri. 9-9, Sat. 10-10, Sun. 11-9 p.m.
LICENSED
BREAKFAST - LUNCH - DINNER
Thurs., Fri., Sat., June A, 5, 6 
OPEN Monday thru Saturday 
9:30 - 5:30
FOR RESERVATIONS
2359 Beacon Ave. 6584115
VISA
Town Square Shoes 
2475 Beacon 656-7331






Once again the Sidney office of Block Bros. Realty 
Ltd. is very pleased to congratulate Ted for being 
tops in sales for the month of May, Ted specializes 
in residential and commercial properties serving his 
clients in the Saanich Peninsula. For professional 
real estate service call: Ted Phillips 
OFFICE: BLOCK BROS. HOME
656-5584 Realty ltd. 656-5337
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
<7
STORE HOURS:^
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
fTHURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
V
Prices Effective: 
ME 3, 4, 5, reth
Home of SUPEW gavingel
In Downtown Sidney 






























































INSYANlCOFFtEi.... . . . . . .
PIGS FEET





























































Landscaped property on the 
west side of Tsehum 
Harbour near the marinas. 
Includes small guest cottage 
with shower bathroom. 
Concrete , retaining wall 
with 61 feet of frontage on 
a shale and sand beach. 
$200,000




GREAT RECREATIONAL and fishing 
area. Approx. 3Vj acres in Kelsey 
Bay area. Near Port McNeil and Port' 
Hardy. Present small duplex rented 








3 bedrooms, living room, 
dining room, kitchen and 
laundry all on one floor. 3 
short blocks from shop­
ping. $115,000.
TOWNHOUSE 
New luxury townhouse, 2 
bedrooms plus. Quiet 
location, near a marina. 
$119,500.
VIEW LOT
'/2 acre on Salt Spring 






Lovely custom-built home 
in Sidney just 3 blocks from 
shopping. 4 bedrooms — 2 
up — 2 down. 1 Vz baths, 
1400 sq. ft. of finished area 
- Immaculate Condition 
throughoutwith beautifully 
landscaped yard and 
situated in superb, quiet 
location. Double windows 
with screens — family room 
and laundry room partly 
finished down — very 
private backyard with 
garden shed. All this at the 
affordable price of 











jr hobby farm, 
ocean view. Not 
Sidney. 383-1259, 
3138-23
16 YEAR OLD wants lawn mowing 




To Buy or Sell
Territories available






Salary: $1431-1558 per month 
Working night shilt, responsibilities will 
include operation and maintenance of 
ice-making equipriienl, healing and 
liltration equipment, plus wipe range ol 
custodial work.
Applicants should possess general 
knowledge of electrical, mechanical and 
plumbing trades and be capable of 
maintenance and repair work.
The successful candidate will be eligible 
lor a wide range of employee benefits as 
provided in the Union Agreement. 
Applications should be sent to the 
Employment Officer, Capital Regional 
District, P.O. Drawer 1000, Victoria, 





Again available for Sidney 
and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at 
reasonable prices.
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. 
656-2210
HOMETENDERS. Leave your home in 
security while enjoying your 
vacation, tor plant, pet and yard 
care, call 656-1293. 3048-22
PAINTER. Experienced in interior and





THINK TO THE FUTURE 
. With approximately 13.08 
acres laiitd in the Pat Bay 
rarea, : with r potential. A 
dcsiraple tarm or fertile soil . 
■ with;: an older 3: bedroom, 
ho basement ho in
: ' sound condition; milk 
house; arid other out 
buildings. The home 
features living and dining 
rooms each with fireplace; 
kitchen with eating area; 
two storage rooms; and a* 
single car garage. Ample 
water supply from the 
spring with registered water 
right. Value is mostly in the 
land at the price of 
$370,000. Think of what 









on the horses, but not with 
your future when you own 
litis brand new home on 
approx. 5.9 acres of land 
near Sandownc Race Track. 
Momc is now nearing 
compleiion, although tiic 
driveway retaining wall anti 
sidewalks arc to be finished 
and the fence at tl\c front of 
property is to be built, 
l.arge cailiodral entrance to 
tlic L-sliaped living and 
dining rttoms; living room 
lias brick lieaiilaior 
fireplace, Kitchen has nn 
ahundance of ‘'Citation" 
cupboards. 3 good size 
bedrooms wtih 5 piece niain 
bath and 3 piece en-uiilc, 
llrtH-meru is full and 
roiighed-in: for family ,, 
room, aru>thcf bedroom, 
kilchefi sitting ‘ room, 
storage room and 3 piece 
batli with vanity, Home is 
fully insulaied with ilier- 
niopanc windows, l.arge 
double carport with sun- 
dcck over, and lijrge garage 
which may also he used as 
workshop, But wall, there’s 
more! T nkc advantage of 
tlic new reduced price of 
$3(M),(K)(), PLUS, Vendor is 
willing, to carry financing of 
$HK),{XK) al 15«/o, discuss 
terms, To view this EX- 
CI.IISIVE LISIING or for 
more information please 
call:
JACK SWANS I'DN 
388-4271 OR 592-63.38 
.1.11. WHi n OMIsACO., 
.LIMITED,





Located in Wain Road 
area. Treed lot and priced 
to .sell. $68,000




$153,000, Deep Cove area. 
Rancher needs some help 
and time spent but if you 
like challenges this is the 
best buy on the market right 
now.




Vv‘';;:;:::,:;RANCHER:;;,: ' . j , i
Delightful 3 BR home. 
Separate Dining room, 2 
fireplaces, mirrored closets, 
so many extras and priced, 
at $199,500.
BOB PRATT 656-1833 




Charming home with 3 BR,. 
Living Room, Dining, an 
immaculately kept home. 
Super assumable mortgage. 
For more information call: 
BOB PRATT 656-1833
FOR RENT
3 BR Duplex. Area N. 












3 bedroom full basement 
Itomc in Sidney on extra 
wide lot. Frcsljly decorated, 
New ciirpcis, lino iind new 
kiichon cupboards make 




3 bedroom (master ensuile) 
full basemctii Itomc. L 
dtaped living room and 
(lining room with floor to 
ceiling slate fireplace. 
Baseiiietil lias family room 
willi a brick fireplace and 
tec room is partially 
tli'vclopcd, Close to 
eleineniaiv scltool. MLS. 
Asking$113,5(Xl.
DUPLEX
No step duplex with 2 
hedtoums each side. Extra 
insulation. IMitmbittg and 
wiring updated, rirand new 
loot. Asking $116,UOU,
Penny Dn Teniiilc 








We are pleased to offer for 
your consideration the 
greatest selection of 
properties we have had in 
some time. Prices range 
from $54,900 to $187,000, 
accommodation from L 
Bedroom to 5. For more 
information on any,of our 
listings come in and see our . 
exclusive Realscope display 
or call:
John Bruce ; 656-6151
Godfrey Walls 656-4891 
We’ll cover il all. . for you!
BUILD YOUR dream home in Cen'iol 
Soonich on almost 2/3 acre (1/4 
hectare). Quiet) 'dead end rood, 
pastoral, mountain and sea views, 
room for horses, gentle sloping site. 
City woter. Available soon. 652-1353. 
__ __________________ 22.
PENTICTON B.C. Older 2 bedroom 
home. Largo silting room and kit­
chen, bathroom, laundry on main 
floor. Port basement, 1 bedroom and 
rumpus room. All carpel except 
kitchen, bathroom and hall. Lot sire 
60 X 180, good garden soil with 
grapes, raspberries, strawberries 
and currants, 1981 taxes loss home 
owners grant, $309. Storage shod 
outside 6 X 12, Move lo see Inside lo 
opprclelo. No ogonts. $85,000, Phono 
112-493-4785 oiler 4;30 p.m. on 
weekdays, anytime Saturday & 
Sundoy, or writo 243 Conklin Ave, 
Ponllclon, D.C.V2A2Tt. 3169-23 
TO EXCHANGE. Well kept homo In 
Durlord, Ontario (30 miles west of 
Homlllon.) 652-4)87. 3189-22
to ACRES, 5 bedroom modern homo, 
goiogo, 24x32 tool. Insulated shop, 
concrete floor end loundollon. High­
way 16; 12 miles West Vondorhool, 
B.C, $00,000.00. Phono 112.567-2700. 
n c - 2 2
BABYSITTER WANTED, your home, 
Brentwood. Willing to register with 
daycare. 652-9986 after 3 p.m. 3165- 
22________________________ _______
I REQUIRE on empty moving von. 
Calgary to Victoria late June, early 
July. Also truck to bring backhoe. 
656-26B6.M 
CANOE COVE MARINA requires a 
person wet! experienced in yacht 
painting, varnishing and fibreglass 
repair and finishing. Handyman 
obiiity on asset. 656-5633 . 8 a.m. - 
4:30p.m. . 3224-22
WAITER/WAITRESS required by to 
Villa Restaurant. Please apply in 
person lo 2500 Beacon Avenue, 
Sidh'ey.  3198-22
MAN WITH SCYTHE to cut long gross. 
479-5206. 3196-22
WAITRESS WANTED. Apply in person 
to Boyshore Family Restaurant, 
Brentwood Boy, B.C., 3182-23
A PART TIME RECEPTIONIST Ts
required for Senior Citizens Activity 
Centre. Applicants must hove ex- 
cellent telephone manner, “t ac­
counting ability and typing skills. 
Position is port time, 20 hours per : 
week. Please apply in writing to The 
Director, 10030 Resthaven Dr. Sidney. 
No phone colls please. : : 3176-22
ADULT DAY CARE CENTRE requires 
staff member with. Class 4 license . 
able to relate to the elderly. 
Responsibility includes tron- . 
sportotion, some' manual labour, 
lifting and gardening. Coll 652-3432 
Monday to Friday, 9:15 o.m. - 4 p.m. 
3166-22
JOURNEYMAN AUTOBODY 
MECHANIC 3-4 year apprentice. New 
shop, benefits. Phone (403)842-3980 
evenings or 842-6141 doys. Apply lo; 
Joe’s Collision Repairs, Box 1738, 
Wolnwrighl, Alberta TOB 4P0. na-22
BODYMAN AND PAINTER REQUIRED 
FOR G.M. DEALERSHIP. Must be 
responsible and supervise one man 
to work with him, with long term 
employment and management 
obilllios, Presently building new 
facilities In Ashcroft, B.C. Good 
fishing and hunting, roosonoble 
housing, wages negotiable with 
experience or flat role plus. Coll Ken 
Moyer ti2.453.9i66 or homo, 112- 
453-9056. na-22
SALES PERSON FOR G.M. DEALER- 
SHIP with now lacillllos. Good 
hunting and fishing, reasonable 
housing, Musi bo neat In ap­
pearance, strong desire lo got 
ohood. For now and used aula. 
Exporlonco an asset but not 
nocossury as wo can train right 
person will) desire, Conlocl Don 
Alflock, 112-453-9166 or homo 112- 
453-9215, Ashcroll, D,C. na-22
S Mam ■
'73 FORD COURIER PU. 500 miles on
rebuilt engine with 1 yeor/t2,000 
mile worronty. 84,000 miles on old 
engine. Good body, clean interior, 
S2,950. Phone 479-2975 offer 5 p.m.
2 I ___________________
79 VET L-82. Silver-ermine white
leather interior. Gloss roof, 
automatic. Icxjded. Offers. Days, 384- 
0525. Evenings656-2686 . 22
1974 TOYOTA LB Pickup. View at 
10308 Bowerbank. $3,150 or close 
offer. 656-1577. ■ 3225-22
1970 FORD VAN. Rodiols, new point 
and exhaust. Custom comperized. 





9773 - Bth St, Sidney 
656-5541
DINING ROOM SET, gym set, 3 speed 
lody’s bike, tools, marine and many 
household items. 8536 Moxon 
Terrace, Saturday and Sunday, June 6 
a7.9-4p.m. 3217-22
SIDNEY KIWANIS CLUB giant garage 
sole, 1 day only. Sunday. June 7. 8 
a.m. • 6 p.m. 8876 Marshall Road, oH 
Bazan Boy Road. 3197-22
SMALL TRAILER, garden furniture, 
roof rack and box, trunk, saw horses, 
etc. June 7. Sunday, 10 a.m. • 4 p.m. 
10461 Resthaven Drive, Sidney. 3220- 
2 2;
GARAGE SALE, 2125 Jamos White 
Qlvd. airport side. Tools and 
miscelionoous. 9 a.m. • 4 p.m. June 6, 
Saturday. 3223*22
GARAGE SALE Saturday only. June 
6th, 9 ■ 4 p.m., 1CX)45 Judson Place. 
oH Milts Road, Sidney. 3191-22
IDEAL LOCATION AVAILABLi lor
your garage sole. Sundays only. 
Brentwood Bay area. Coll 652-3422 1 0 
• 5 Mon. ■ Sat. tf
TRANSLATION
English-French or French-English. Very 










{formerly Soonich Penlnsulo 
Guidance Association). Services for 
the family, individuol, marrioge and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 9813- 
Fifth Street, Sidney. tf
(34)
J^obiie Homes: fgistrftactlors
HARBEL HOLDINGS LTD. Mobile 
homes located in porks on pods. 
Listings and Sales. We welcome all 
enquiries. Listings wanted. Wheel 
Estote. Phone collect. Lower 
Mainland Division. 13647-lOOth 
Avenue, Surrey, B.C. V3T 1H9. 112- 
585-3622: Kamloops Division. 90-180 
Seymour Street, Kamloops. B.C. V2C 
2E2. 112-372-5711. The Wheel Estate 
People. (D.L. 6747. NA-tf
1975 DATSUN 710 4.door Datsun 
station wogon. Good condition 
throughout, no rust. Includes 2 new 




8 FT, CAMPERETTE, sleeps 2. Ideal for 
fishing trips. $500 or best offer. 642- 
2424 or 652-3232. 3213-22
FULLY EQU1PPED28 ft. Kit Companion 
trailer. 4 way bath, full bedroom in 
rear, excellent condition. View it at 
2119 James White Blvd. Sidney; 3170- 
22 ' ,
8'/, FT. KNIGHT TRAILER, sleeps 2, 
reasonable. 656-1259 . 3216-22
8 Vi ft” SCAMPER CAMPER. Stove,
oven, furnace, ice box. New 
hydraulic jocks. Good clean con­
dition. 652.-2070 or 652-3232. 3213-22
Heavy
SEEDER, $175; 2-furrow plow, $275; 
heavy duty, rubber tired hoy trailer, 
$395; adjustable rear grader blade, 
$290, 652-9541 or 652-9542 around 
mealtimes. 3177-24
PIANO LESSONS. A short in­
troductory course. Children aged 8- 
12. 8 lessons from July 6th to 17th. 
For information coll 656-3803. 3186-22
lANNCCJlPELAWt) 
MDSM: CENTOS 
7174A West Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay, B.C.
652-4512
Learn with the best al the Peninsula's largest 
lacilily. Instruction in piano, organ, guitar and 
■ accordian. Lann Copeland Music Centre. (II)
PIANO AND GUITAR LESSONS 
available iocolly at PENINSULA 
MUSIC, (formerly The English Music 
Studio). For unique learning ex­
perience, coll Gil or Alister at 656- 









1979 TRAXON TANK DRILL, 1400 
hours. 750 C.F.M. Compressor, 5'/, 
inch hammer V-6-71 Diesel powered. 
Excellent condition phone , 112-355- 
2294. na-22
1961 KENWORTH DUMP near new 335 
drop in oil rodiols. Transmission 
redone as well os rear ends and 
brakes. Excellent truck asking 
. $14,500.00, Phone.l 12J395'-3581. no- 
, -22 ■■ ' '■■
250 bARKO LOG LOADER (with 
carrier) 1970 Pacific P9 and ,1970 
Kenworth 923 logging trucks, 1973 
- I.H.C. 4070A tractor and 40 foot 






LOWER VANCOUVER ISLAND HORSE 
CLUB open show • horses, ponies 
welcome. June 6th, 1981 - 9 a.m. at 
Folhen Farm, 6356 Central Saanich 
Rd..____________________ _ ___
SIDNEY FILM ASSOCIATION presents 
WALKABOUT, an intriguing movie set 
in magnificent Australian locotion, 
starring Jenny Agutter. This is an 
unusual thought-provoking film of a 
■ young English brother and sister lost 
in the outback. Showtime 8 p.m. 
Saturday June 6. Sidney Elementary 
School, 7th. St. Info. 656-6992 or 656- 
1347. 22
IITH ANNUAL HORSEMAN'S SERVICE 
at St: Stephen's Church, Sunday. June 
21, at 11:15 a.m. 23
PENINSULA SINGLES CLUB 
HAWAIIAN DANCE & FLOOR SHOW, 
Aloha Dancers, McMorrons Seaview 
room. 5110 Cordova Boy Road. June 
19th. 9 - 1 a.m. All Members, guests, 
widowed, separated and singles 
welcome. Tickets at Hillside Mall, 
Harbour Squore. Reservations, 479- 
7195. No tickets sold at door;. 23
SPCA Junior Division Pet Show. 
Saturday, June 6 ot Beaver Lake ' 
Park. Registration 9 o.m., judging 
10:30 Q.m. Colt 388-6627 for more 
informotion. 22'Y
CHICKS. Brown egg layers, white egg 
layers, meat birds. Order early • ship 
anywhere. Napier Chick sales, 6743 * 





Mercury & Mercruiser 
Dealer in Sidney




QUIET AND RESPONSIBLE marrlnd. 
couple art) cooking a I hodioom 
houco or (iparlmoni ot rj ronionablo 
tout. Vory willing lo do gordonlng 
nnd/or hou»ii tnpnirv. Ploa*o call 
lonico onti Moll Ivorvon ol 656'67H6 
or 651)11016. Rointonenn ovollahln, 
30911-2 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  '
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 3 bodioorn 
fiomo or tluplnx lor rnoihur ol 3 imoll 
childton In Sidniiy or Soonich ortio. 
656-7702 onyllmo, 316II-22
uWENTU'WAm Zr^rj'or t'Uf
iKicholor, Hmall houto or col logo, 
Snonlch I’oninsulo oroo. Will do 
tiipoir*. I KCfillonI toloroni.o*. WS-
6909 ollorS [Mn, „ _ _
cTmisfiAtT’ WOMAN 'noodiT T \ •2 
hndrtxim oporinioni or hrnonionl 
cullo lor hortoll, htir con and hl» dog. 
Alter 6 p.m. 592-6160 . 3222-22
ExTajTiWiEcirs”'7'«:'”ioQ 0? 3 • 4
hodrnom heinto In or near Sldnoy, 
Roloreiicoi, Apply lo Uo» "O', cro 
The SIriney Review, f'.O. Ltox 2070, 




Aircondilloned, 954 -1900 
sq, ft. Prime location, at* 
tract I VO rates,
Phone 592-628?.
(;mi4-f3)
BEACON AVENUE cdficet for rent. 
Sliettniuif. 656-1724 nr 656-01 SI. 
4226-2S ___________
•MlQTfroFETot’iPAcijTmsb
(wr »q, II, Immediate poneulon, f or 
inlormeilirm, coll 6W.7201, 31B0 3'2










Forostabllshod gardens, Small 







Gardening, rotolllllng, manure, 
lawncare, painting, household 
repairs, light hauling, loiicing, 
carport conversions, No job 
too small, $10 pel hour,
........... IJilUl) ,'U,
MoiFTHAi?YoT"Yo7denin'o’“ond
Coll Charlei Vouftln. 656-1598 alters
pnm__ ____ _ _ _____
ilUfiFAoi,'wnoAOElfAuirm













2451 BEACON AVE. 
656-4412
12 FT, ALUMINUM BOAT with Iriiilei, 
6'-i h,p, CInyilitr molor. gni, con, rod 
holder, oorv, 2 life jocknlc, convo* 
cover lor toerplele hoal, Acklng
$900, 656-6638,........ 3221 -22
noAThuilcjlNG on if mtirino 
cpecioliring in uiivicioi.ce lo ihu home 
hulldei onil tuiilant dinghy huilriing, 
Llielticol, lni.li»inenli, imlalled, 
jolnorvrnfk, Roosonnhlo lOleH, Rokco 
Morlne. Oo-x 2056, Sidnev, VtlL 3S2,
..................j*!”;??
SEAiGULL Silver Cenluiy Inngciiidl. 
$250.656-4601, 3195-23
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS!
Lowest prices anywhere on double 
glazed wood windows. Walker Door: 
Vancouver 112-266-1'lOl, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Richmond 
112-2 73-7030. Now opon in Kamloops 
112-554-2058.NA-tl
CLARK ENTERPRISES 
Low price factory salvage gloss. Cut 
to size. 24 oz. 75c sq. ft.; 32 oz. $1.25; 
3/16 $1,50; '/." plate, $1.75. Bronze 
tint, 24 02. $1.00; 3/16 $2.00, Works 
at 9750 • 41h St. Sldnoy, Opon Mon. - 
Fri. 12:30 - 4 p.m., Saturday 8 o.m. • 
12 noon. Closed Wednesday. 656- 
6656. If
RECORD-A-CALL. Telephone an­
swering systems lor reril or lenso, or 
purchoso, Contact Sea Chest Soiling 
Sho(>, 9732 Isl Slrcot, Sidney. 656- 
6621, 3083-23
Birch Farm Meats
Pork Sides. . . . . . . lb. *1.19
iiiitl liimininn will iiicru.ise pricri
DRESSIYIAKING 
and ALTERATIONS
Book now tor summer outfits. 
Wedding, bridesmaid, gradua­
tion dresses a speciality.





SENIORS (60 or more) New to Sidney?
■ Don't kno'w anyone? The Silver ; 
Threads Centre offers classes, ac­
tivities and a warm welcome. Drop in 
to 10030 Resthaven or call us at 656- 
5537.  tf ,
LADIES! Do you on|oy singing? if so. 
why not join us on Monday evenings. 
7:45 p.m., Masonic Hall, corner 4th 
ond Mt. Baker. Sidney. No auditions, 
not necessary to read music. Contact 
Pat Marsh. 656*5761. after 7 p.m.. or 
Ann llott, 656*4054 for further In­
formation^tf
VICTORIA H90 TOASTMISTRESS CLUB 
meet 10 a.m. Wednosdoy, Juno 3 at 
Princess Mory. Brunch $5.50, visitors 
welcome. For info, call 386-4349. 22
CESAREAN BIRTH GROUP will meet 
Tuesday, June 9 at 7:30 p.m. Board 
Room, Memorial Pavilion, Royal 
Jubilee Hospital. Discussion will be 
"the Post Partum Period at Homo: 
Guests Sally Elliott. YWCA and Lypp; 




Buy your bedding plants,- 
hanging baskets, house-plants 
direct from the grower. Open 
daily, 9 - 6 p.m. 304 Walton 
PlacQ, oil Oldtiold Rd.
658-5888 u
Births
JOHNSON. Jim and Rona Johnson 
wish lo announce Iho birth ol Ihoir 
son, Douglos Jainns on 14 May. 1981, 
wnight 7 lbs. I nr. nl Mnlvillo, Snsk. 
Happy grnndparonts, Vasil nnd Doug 







WESTINOflOUSE HARVEST Gold 
Iridgo, 15 2 r-u- It. Irosl froo, likii 
miw. $4CX). 652 4031. 3174-22
MAN'S"iALEiCH' 5 spinrThik'ir’isO,
656 4979, , ■'J 'jt.lH,?
jTcTrVECTTaNAT'cHmi-RnriD’ (i-
2 sonlor and 1-3 s«ali)i> flotol 
cavnring, $400 (Irm, 65l)'7577 nllni 6 
p.m,    _ _ _ _ _ _ 3l7:i 22
5¥kFNE"'"T3" - lo’-ipoit'd.” ixcolloni 
corullilon, asking $90. 656-4664 oflor
4p,m.
AuloMolTvr o ahaTe'u
Morqijnllo M-250 scopn, $1,?00; 
Inlrn rod nnalyior. $1,500, 652-9415, 
.'llfH-22 ___ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
aYco” luNKMOUm ioxsi’, Tox20
intjhnoany Iniorlois, good condllloii- 
Localod Mica lownsilo, $500 00. to 
i'2,000,00. loaded your litillor, Soipb 
washrunnis, lurnacos. f'liomi 112- 
376-5502, ovnnlngs H2-376-9616, No 
SnliMdrJy calls. ^
rTa N oTf b R S A ii fi I w ()7‘*9 
100 Upngliis plain laio, od ctis«, X- 
plnynrs, All it) grxid r«Harubl» 
candilon. Also Ornnrfs n» is • oi‘ 
inbuill good nanios, Guidon® Rlano 
Worohouso, Abholsfrird, B.C, V2T 




LOST NEAR CEDARWOOD MOTEL,
Main nouinrod n)orr)\aliKli) col, o»lro 
pods on (rani paws. Woorlng doik 
llui'i collar. Surrday, Moy 3Ul, Call 
;in4.0076 oll»r 6 p.trv ' 3227 22
IOjf''if5f^'ffNrYurgmi»B Pomi and 
Siilnuy, hluo ar)d whilu Snoik 
sollhool Approx. 9 II, lotrg or) 
Sunday, Moyai, 652-IB14, 3210-32
COPELAND) Al ihtj Roynl Jiihllnii 
llOspilnl on May 3lsl, 1981 Mrs. 
Gract) Ivolyn Copolonil, (Nui) 
Most'S), llorr) Mutch 30lh, 1901, A 
piont)(tr of Norll) Snnttith, 8.C., 
pi odni nrtsud l»y hnr hu'.lniint Wnitnr 
Nowall Copolond, It) DiKtttnbtsf, 
1977, Suiviviid by niurns, I'rnno))
, Ro!milsnn ot)d lutrrily, loroo C.illaitl - 
nnd lamily, numotrius tousins and 
lftnr)ds. Sui't'irrrs in llttt Muty Uinily 
Atrgliion Chutcri, Pul liny, on 
thursdoy Juno 4lh. 1911) ul 2.00 p.m. 
rmhor D, Malins ollicioling. Ininr- 
mnnl ni ihi) Italy tiliuiy Church 
Ctmioloiy. Sands - Sldnoy. 22
Opportmiittfes
QAIIDEN BERVICE, rirur-ma, riiiini.) von
Schuckmann, fiSfi- iHfto, 0787-11
3 Riv,:,rr) proups, ti.ichni.'x f.uilt-is, ituliwKluji
pifiMis, Iilr1u-n-hndi), rriil.Dvnvri, mnntli lo 
I).unlit
033 Vntoa 303-3655
NQ EXTRA CHXRCE FOR
BANQUET ROOM
tor Weddings rind Private Par­
ties. Food and rofroshmonis 
arranged to your budget. Con­





GIANT NEIGHIIOAItOOD YARD %M. 
1024,1 Rosihavm) Drivw, l)lsfiwash«if, 
t,l)«sl nl dtiiwwrs, lishirig trvli,
Vii|t,.rt I'i','., I. U, l!
kiteiKu) luhlit and l)«|y»| chairs, plus 
iTiiiccillantJous, Solurdoy, ,lun»6i9- ♦ 
pm 3215-32
EXCAVATING BUSINESS ON SUN­
SHINE COAST Willi gross rovonuolof 
1980 $141,000,00: Cinn mon oporoilon 
with lulM tnodol equlpmstnl. Soiling 
lor hoollh roosons, Also ovollobloor 
cut) bn sold snporolnly 13 ocre hobby 
form with 3 ftornns, Phonn ovonlngs
'2^' IHJ' __ no-23
DAiiv DTsfRlDUYlON' CONTHACf. 
Showing good polnnlml. Also 
nquipn)onl’ 75 frrrri t Ion 1! Inol 
Rimicr, 230 volts, $6,000.00; 79 Chny 
C60. 16 loni Arllr Trovlor Rnnlor, 
caolnr, hydraulic, 220 volts, 
$,’11) 000,00 ■ 10x12 fool wolk-ln
cpoIbi , pollnl, door $4,500,00, 69 OM 
C '.t lull 417 ti 3 11 Imil st.ii-l dmk 
ghost Sih whnni, 15.000 Ion Tulsa 
winch gm polns. 30 fool Iflboy ollfiuld 
lloot, iiv* rolls, good rubhnr, nl( 
clioins, slings nk, $20,000.00. All In
lull iu gi.urti v,.iiidil;t-i,, IU,),!i).i b,i-'
A,C, t o Ooinltn Box TOO, Grond 
forks B.C, VOH IHO. or phono 
m«siiOg«ordjr I i'iLi?
;«.V<afionr









You can place your classified ad in 74 newspapers throughout B.C 
and the Yukon. Circulation 350,000
blaiiket
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Sidney Days Festival Society
FUN FAIR
Arts, Crafts i Coiicession Booths 




17" ENGLISH TACK SHOP 
ALL PURPOSE SADDLE
complete with stirrup irons and leathers. 
Excellent condition,




Call our classified dofwrlment lo send your ad to all 74 papers in Ihe 
B.C. S Yukon Community Newspaper Association
25W0I9DS$99
THEREVIEW Ph. 656-1151 ttC,Y.CN.A,
PLACE wm CLASSIFIED 
AD THIS WEEK .
Uso this form to send your ad toZhe Sidney SVevtew
Regular 20 words lor *3”
VHHli this coupon & prcpfiyiiieiit >■-
20 words for
Category




Mall to tho Siiinoy iievifiw
P,0. Box 2070, Sidney VOL 3S5 



































"I'rom Estimate to 
, Installation - 
Three Weeks!"









For Free Estimates 




For your electrical construction, addi­














Goi'crnmcnl ccriilieci tccliht- 
clori'rj'ftli 35 years experience 









9607 • 5th STREET 
SIDNEY, B.C.
aiiiipi
AJAK HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Windows. Floors ■ Cnn’‘ds 










Rewiring, electric heailnci re 
paiis, anpllance^connecilons




luiliiMii.il • lU-Mik'iitiiil 
L,!iimmerc(.il SX'lritiH 






































2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.




I» BAGKHOE WORK 
• C/\T WORK 
1® TRACKING













Trucking. Excavating and 
Backhoe work.
SSG Downey Road 























BACK FILLINO • LOADINCI 
QtiPt 1C TANKS 
FILTER ElFDO 
SEWER SrORM DRAIN.'l 
WATGIUINES
2320 Amharat, Sidney 
Uwli Sevl»nyfiS8-35B3
Sidney Rolovating
Ploiij^hinfr, l in'clilnp, 
Pena* Puiils, Dli^ntnrt,, 50 













Classified ads. that can cover 
B.C. & the Yukon.







Kesidenliii). (loinnteR'ial and 
(loircimii-si* (xm.strucium.
















Ki’lmilillDgi’.sli.iiisiKysK'nis. I'lii pli.- 






























Th# C*h»di»n Rnd Crci.s Socutty
APEX STEEL LTD.
COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING & WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
P.J. HYLAND
Sidney, B.C. 656-6022










Service Residential - 
Commercial
or small
n’c will do them all."





















Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 








® 22 years plumbing 
' e.xperience in B.C.
« Special rates for 
pensioners 
® New homes 
O Marine installation
• Commercial,
• Alterations • 









Quality Work - Free Ettlmitei 
Finishing Carpentry, Renovations, 
Basement Suites, etc, Referencaa 
available.
656-7370
^ Oistinctiyo Framing "
SlrdtrM irK ^^lllfe^.
2459 Beacon 656^ 3633
Repairs to Lawnmowers, , 
Chainsaws; Motorcyclos, etc. 
Tune-Ups




New Construction. Renovations. 
Repair Work
988.’! • 7th Streait
' Licensed Plumbers
Bill Jones Randy Palmer
I.B. SHEET METAL LTD.
6485 OLDFIELD RD.. R.R.'*3 
VICTORIA, B.C , VBX 3X1
RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL 
•Hoal Pumps .Air Conditioning
Phone ; JAY BULL 






[•or nil your rool'ing needs, 
Slinkes, Shingles, Tnr 









Mnrlna, Auto A Sofoty Gluti 





10114 McDonald Park Rd
Don't bo disappointodi,,, 






















"You aon~t hovo 
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A special energy conservation section
■ This special section of The Review — devoted exclusively to energy conser­
vation — has been produced through a unique cooperation among several 
organizations — all of them aiming at making you, our readers, more aware 
of the many steps you can take to save energy . . . and money.
The idea for this, supplement was conceived by B.C. Hydro and its advertis­
ing agency, F.H. Hayhurst Ltd., and directed to a select list of B.C. communi­
ty newspapers by the Western Regional Newspapers Group, a joint marketing
organization of the leading community newspapers throughout the province.
Similar supplements will also appear in several daily newspapers, including 
the Victoria Times-Colonist.
We hope our readers will learn and profit from the information included in 
this section, and we’d appreciate your comments — both pro and con — on 
both the concept and the content.
SECOND
SEaiON 'She Sidney Slmew
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The Waddling Dog Inn
Patricia Bay Highway - Reservations 652-1146
i .
B.C. energy — where it comes from, where it goes
British Columbians rely on oil 
for 44 per cent of their total energy 
needs — including personal, 
commercial and industrial uses. 
But oil is the one fuel the province 
can’t produce enough of to meet 
its requirements.
Only about 25 per cent of the oil 
used in B.C. is produced within the 
province. The rest comes mainly 
from Alberta, with a small portion 
imported from offshore. Unless 
new oilfields are found in B.C., the 
domestic supply will decline each 
year.
The other three main sources of 
energy used in B.C. are natural 
’gas, wood waste and electricity.
Natural gas provides about 18 
per cent, mainly for space heating 
and for production processes in 
industry. Wood and wood waste 
contribute a substantial 21 per cent 
of the energy supply, including the
wasted if it wasn’t used to generate 
power. Revenue from these ex­
ports benefits B.C. residents by 
offsetting some of the costs of 
running their electrical system.
The total amount of energy 
produced and imported for use in 
B.C. in 1978 was 1,272.3 
Petajoules. Of that, about one 
third (37.3 per cent) was consumed 
as useful energy and another third 
(32.4 per cent) was exported. The 
remaining third (30.3 per cept) was 
wasted — through inefficient 
combustion, the effort of tran­
smitting the energy, and similar 
non-productive losses.
Nearly half of the energy 
consumed in the province (48.4 per 
"cent) was used in industrial 
production, such as pulp and 
paper, chemicals, mining, cement, 
etc. Twenty-six per cent was 
consumed by transportation of all
^ wel eJipporJer
Test-drilling at Meager Creek, near Pemberton, B.C., to establish the viability 
from geothermal energy.
of large-scale electricity generation
Give your home an energy
With the growing 
emphasis on health 
and fitnc.s.s, most 
people today arc 
aware of the need to 
keep their bodies “in 
shape” for efficient, 
re w aiding p e r - 
formanccs in both 
work and play.
Probably fewei 
people think about tlie 
rewards that can come 
from keeping their 
homes “in sliape” for 
a consistent energy- 
efficieitt performance.
You can conserve 
energy and save 
money by assuring 
that your ^ home’s 
energy systems are 
trim and lean, keeping
waste to minimum.
.lust as you would 
start a fitness program 
with a medical exam, 
you should begin your 
home conservation 
effort with a thorough 
check-up to locate 
situations in the house 
that may be costing 
you energy dollars.
The ceiling is one 
area through which 
heat can escape from 
the house, so start 
your check-up at the 
top.
Someone agile 
should get into the 
attic 10 sec whether 
there is any in­
sulation, making note 
of both the quantity
and its condition. If 
the ias'ulation is only a 
few inches thick, you 
need more. Six to 
eight inches (RSI 3.5) 
is good, 12 inches 
(RSI 7.0) is better.
While you’re up 
there, check to make 
sure there arc air vents 
allowing air cir­
culation in the attic 
space, and that they 
are open and working 
properly.
Also note any 
openings through the 
ceiling for reces.sed 
light fixtures, wiring, 
plumbing, etc. These 
must be sealed or 
blocked before itt- 
sulation is added.
Wiitci ic.stiictui.s for shower heads'arc easily installed (the 
white pla.stic washer in the pipe-end) and available free 
frorn Hydro offices.
Otherwise, moisture- 
laden air from inside . 
the house can dampen 
the insulation and 
reduce its ef­
fectiveness. Insulation 
must be kept clear 
around recessed light 
fixtures.
Next, survey the 
walls. Homes built 
before 1945 probably 
have no insulation in 
the walls at all unless 
it has been tiddcd 
since construction.
One way to check 
for insulation in tlic 
exterior wtdls is to 
drill a small liole from 
the Inside, in an 
unobtrusive spot, then 
use a thin wire or 
straightened coat 
hanger to .search 
inside the wall. If 
there’s no insulation 
in the walls, cellulose 
or glass fibre in­
sulation can be blown 
into the cavities.
While examining 
the walls, be on the 
lookout for holes or 
openings into outside 
walls. These should he 
sealed to prevent 
penetration by 
moisture, which can 
result in damp in- 
suhuiuii and, in o. 
treme cases, start dry 
rot in wood. Areas to 
wfiteli f"!fv‘:r*)y are the 
joints where walls 
meet the floor and
spots where electrical 
outlets penetrate the 
wall. (The outlets can 
be sealed with a foam 
gasket that costs only 
a few pennies.)
It’s important to 
note that all caulking 
should be done from 
the inside to prevent 
moist air froin en­
tering the walls. 
Outside caulking is 
needed only where 
rain leakage is a 
problem. Otherwise, 
the exterior wall 
should be allowed to 
“breathe,” allowing 
any moisture that 
does penetrate the 
wall to get out.
The next area to 
check is the down­
stairs. If your home 
has ;t crawl space, it 
should he insulated. 
The most economical 
aiiproaeh is to add 
insulation to the walls 
down to within six 
inches of the crawl 
space lloor.
Biisemenl walls 
sliotild also be in- 
sidated, with the 
framed portions 
receiving the same 
insulation as main 
lloor walls. The 
concrete portion 
should have insulation 
coming down at least 
two feet helow the 
outside giound level, 
without touching the
floor. Nearly 20 per 
cent of the heiat energy 
lost from the average 
home escapes from 
tlic basement.
Continued on Page 20
waste liquor burned in pulp mills 
to recover chemicals, which also 
produces heat energy.
Electricity provides about 16 per 
cent of our energy needs, ijiainly; ' 
for lighting and to run motors^ 
Coal mined in B.C. is almost all 
exportd --With: only one per cenf ; 
of the domestic energy supply 
coming from this fuel.
Overall, B.C. is a net exporter of' 
energy, with gas and coal exports 
exceeding oil imports. In 1978, for 
example, the proviiice exported 
' 412.2 Petajoules of energy and 
imported 284.9 Petajoules. (a 
Pelajoule or PJ is a metric unit of 
energy measurement. It is 1015 
joules, or 1 ()00 000 000 000 000 
joules — the equivalent of 277.8 
million kilowatt hours of electrical 
energy.) .
B.C.’s energy exports were made 
up of 62.3 per cent coal, 35.6 per 
cent natural gas, and 2,1 per cent 
hydro-generated electricity.
Hydro-electricity is exported 
only where there is excess water — 
a renewable resource that would 
run over the spillways and be
forms — , including private 
automobiles, commercial: trucks, 
trains and ships. Residential 
consumption was T5.5 per cent of 
the ‘ total,' and ' commercial 
establishments used 10 per cent.
Fuel oils supplied about 30 per 
cent of residential energy needs, 
electricity 25 per cent arid natural 
:'gas'':45percent,
Stores, business buildings, 
shopping centres and other; 
commercial operations got 39 per j 
cent of their energy needs from oil, 
28 per cent from electricity and 33 
per cent from natural gas.
In industry, the energy split Was 
44 per cent wood waste (27 per cent 
waste liquor, and 17 per cent hog 
fuel), 19 per cent fuel oils, 18 per 
cent natural gas, 18 per cent 
, electricity and one per cent coal.
Transportation consumed half 
of the oil used in B.C. Private 
passenger cars used 43 per cent, 
commercial vehicles 30 per cent, 
aircraft 10 per cent, marine 
transport nine per cent and 
railways eight per cent.
ce warms lieartli
bat not tbe borne
Here’s batlnews for 
romatilics: That
iriuliiional crackling 
fireplace celebrated iii 
poetry and songs may 
generate cozy feelings, 
hilt it's a big energy- 
wustcr.
Studies show that 
using a fireplace each 
night in winter can 
raise the monthly 
lieiiling bill by close to 
10 percent.
Even with the fire 
out nnd the clamper 
closed, a considerable 
a mo tint of heal 
escapes up the 
chimney. And once 
the damper is opened, 
the heat loss 
multiples.
As the fire grows in 
the heal lb, il draws 
more and more room 
air up the chimney, 
(;iif'Hrit» in ••'older nir 
from outside through
the cracks around 
doors and windows. 
The colder the outside 
air, the greater the 
heat loss.
However, there arc 
ways to reduce the 
heat loss, such as!
♦Using fireplace 
covers, Including glass 
doors or an inex­
pensive insulated, 
fire-resistant plug that 
you can make 
yourself. These can be 
closed when the 
fireplncc Is not in use.
♦Using one of the 
new grates or metal 
fireplace liners, which 
increase the efficiency 
of fires.
♦Partially clo.sing 
the flue once the fire is 
steadily burning and 
well banked, (Keep 
the opening large 
enough to allow all 
smoke to escape up 
the chimney.)
♦Scaling off an 
unused fireplace.
Another alter­
native, if you really 
want the wood you 
burn to contribute to 
lieating your home, is 
an air-tight, con­
trol led-combustion 
wood stove fitted to 
the existing chimney. 
Tlicsc Hoves come in 
many pleasing colors, 
shapes and sizes which 
may partially offset 
the loss of the 
fireplace romance. 
But I hey do require 
expert advice for 
installation and use. 
Literature titled “Safe 
Installation & Use of 
Solid-Fuel Burning 
Appliances" is 
available from: Office 
of the Fire Com­
missioner, Suite 1, 





Give yoiir liome an energy clieck-iip
Continued from Page 19
Basement walls also 
need careful
examination for air 
leaks. One common 
problem area is the 
• joint , between the 
concrete and frame 
portions of the wall, 
although newer homes' 
generally are built 
vvithaseal there.
To check air leaks, 
you can use a simple 
draft indicator, made 
from a coat hanger 
with a piece of plastic 
wrap or tissue paper 
attached. Any draft 
will flutter the 
material visibly.
Floors over car­
ports or garages built 
into the house should 
be protected with at 
. least six inches of 
insulation (RSI 3.5 or 
R20). ,lt’s generally 
easier to check this 
area from below, 
opening up the ceiling 
finish in the carport.
In most houses, 
windows are the area 
of greatest heat loss. 
Even double-glazed 
windows lose 10 times 
the amount of energy 
i that escapes through 
an insulated wall.
One effective way 
to reduce heat losses 
through windows is to 
; add another layer of 
5 glass. If possible, it 
' should be added on 
the outside. “Storm 
windows” installed on 
the inside can provide 
S; energy savings at 
reasonable cost, but 
; they are usually not as 
: ■ ; airtight as outside 
] windows resulting in
Older homes often have no insulation in the walls, and little in the attics.
moisture CO n-
t dehsation between the
: i'■:;:giass layersft 'I'
If you are 
renovating your house 
and windows are 
being removed, 
replace them with 
sealed, double or 
triple glazed windows 
with, a one-half inch 
(or 13 mm) air space. 
Although “the energy 
saving pay back takes 
some time, the ad­
ditional comfort and 
reduced condensation 
are often worth thie 
cost of ’ rnultiple- 
glazing.
The brain of the 
heating system is the' 
therrriostat, which 
should be set at a 
temperature to suit 
the activity. For 
example, if you are 
sitting watching 
television, then d 
■ temperature of about 
21 °C (70°F) is usually 
comfortable for the
majority of people. If 
you are busy with 
housework or 
painting, then a 
temperature of 17°C 
(65 °F) is more ap­
propriate.
At night, lowering' 
the temperature by 
five to seven degrees 
Celsius can provide 
energy savings of 
about 10*70 over a year 
— and the lower 
temperatures are more 
comfortable for 
sleeping and healthier 
for plants.
Drafty . doors and 
windows can be 
uncomfortable, and 
they can cause higher 
heating costs. Remedy 
them with weather­
stripping, easily 




metically seal the 
house. There has to be 
sufficient air coming 
into the house to
supply oxygen and to 
remove odours, as 
well as to replace air 
leaving through 




, heating and the
private car, the
average family’s 
biggest energy user is 
the system which 
provides hot water for 
laundry, dishwashing 
and bathing.
Check the hot water 
tank thermostat. In 
many homes, the 
water temperature is 
set around 50 - 60°C. 
This can often be 
lowered while still 
providing sufficient
hot water for normal 
use.
■ One of the siimplest 
ways to' conserve 
energy is to make sure 
the water tank is 
properly . insulated, 
that the hot water 
piping going to the 
faucets .is also in­
sulated and, if 
possible, that the tank 
is located as close to 
the major outlets as 
possible.
You can reduce the
■ energy used in bathing 
by installing a shower 
restrictor on the 
shower head. This 
cuts the .water 
quantity considerably, 
but still provides 
enough for bathing.
In the laundry, cold 
water can be used for 
many fabrics. Make 
sure that a suitable 
water temperature is
used for the fabric 
being washed.
Simply not allowing 
your dishwasher to 
run through the 
drying cycle will save 
significant amounts of 
energy. Just open the 
dishwasher door after 
the rinse cycle and 
allow the dishes to air 
dry.
This energy check­
up should give you a 
good idea of the
curent state of the 
energy fitness of your 
home — as well as 
some of the actions 
you need to take to 
improve it.
Like physical 
fitness and health, 
energy conservation is 
largely ' a matter of 
awareiiess, attitude 
and good habits. And 
like fitness, energy 
efficiency contains its 
own rewards.
foil WILL nm enehqy
BY USING
NATURAL FOODS & VITAMIHS
from
Heat Pumps
m %mi YOU yp lo
m Y©yi mm
SEE mOlLE & GILES ' 
FOiSALLYOUi 
HEATIi^G NEEDS 
— Also provides air conditioning —
, ,, NOBLE & GILES 
HEATING LTD.‘‘Where prices are draraafically loHer”
2354 BiaeOH AVE., Sidney 6564634
“Recycle & Save Our Trees”
6761 Mpatrick Way
S52-I.S2l^ or After Hours 65®-4SSi
¥om
fiberglasInsulat ioN
Improve your insulation and reduce fuel costs. Easy 
to install friction fit batts are lightweight and easy 
to use. 15" wide X 48" long.
bundle bundle
|r8 2 3/4" thick 
(140 sq. ft.)










2' X 8' Sheets -
IVi" thick ........ ^ per sheet
2" thick. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..^T per sheet
2 Vi" thick. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^ per sheet
(also .ivalMPio in 1" and 3/4" thickness)
PREFORMED PIPE INSULATION
ft.‘TOLYCEl OWE
The amazino expanding loam soalant — stops ciralts — fills 
cracks — Insulatos — seals, Easy lo use In 6 oz. pressurized 













Just ask Mr. Buildall's team of experts
HOUnS:
Mon.Trl. 7:30-5:30, Sal.,B'5;30
At Buthr Brothon w» itand buMnd ovorything w« soil,
Sonhig tlm CMmunHy for ov&r 50 yom.
Shaip
FIREPLACE INSERT
THE MOST EFFICIENT INSERT MADE
INDEPENDENTLY SAFETY TESTED TO THE STANDARDS OF 
UNDERWRITER LABORATORIES.
ULC S610/OL 127 
Patent Pending.
turn your PRESENT FIREPLACE INTO A REAL 
ENERGY SAVER WITH AN EASY-TO-INSTALL 
WEATHERGARD INSERT. A FUNCTIONAL AND 
BEAUTIFUL ADDITION TO ANY HOME - COMBINING 
WARMTH, COMFORT & ECONOMY. WEATHERGARD 
PRODUCTS ARE CAREFULLY ENGINEERED TO MEET 
OUR RIGID SAFETY STANDARDS AND PROVIDE YOU 
WITH THE GREATEST ENERGY SAVINGS POSSIBLE.
• GLASS DOOR FOR THAT OPEN FIRE LOOK, DOUBLE PANED 
FOR ADDED SAFETY
• COMPLETE DOUBLE WALL CONSTRUCTION THROUGHOUT
• DAMPER CONTROL TO REDUCE HEAT LOSS UP THE
CHIMNEY ' ^
. HOODED VENT TO FORCE HOT DOWN AND OUT INTO
YOUR ROOM - AWAY FROM YOUR MANTLE
• FIVE YEAR WARRANTY ON THE FIREBOX
• FITS NEATLY INTO MOST EXISTING FIREPLACES
• QUICKLY AND EASILY INSTALLED ’
• OPTIONAL BRASS ORNAMENTATION
• AIRTIGHT SEALS AND CONTROLLED AIR SYSTEM TO HEAT 
YOUR HOME ALL NIGHT
• NEAT • ATTRACTIVE * ECONOMICAL
DOESN’T QUITE FIT?
ASK US ABOUT FACTORY 
MODIFICATIONS! CALL FOR A MOmiOATlOlim-llOME KTIMATE
6S2-4411
214B Kdallno X Rd.
•INSUUTION •FIREPLACE INSERTS .GUTTERS
•HUNTER DOUGLAS INSULAIED SIDING •ROOFING
•ALUMINUM SHOP WINDOW SYSTEM •SOFFITS
mm TOCfAY. mm roMomow.
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Energiiide label® help eonsiimers
r
As energy costs 
continue to rise, 
consumers can look 
beyond the initial 
price tag to assess the
true cost of a new 
appliance. Over a 
period of time, the 
electrical energy the 
appliance consumes
could cost easily as 
much as the original 
outlay.
It pays to shop 
around. There can be
: OETOFFmjOl
AND RECEIVE UP TO ^800. UNDER 
THE CANADIAN OIL SUBSITTUTION PROCRAM
To qualify you must now 
be heating your home with oil.
You must choose a stove tested and listed by Cana­
dian Standards Assoc. (CSA) or Underwriters Lab of 
Can. (U.L.C.)
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS 
CALL
Sidney Fireplace Ltd
as much as a dif­
ference of 150 
kilowatt-hours per 
month in the amount 
of energy consumed 
by different makes 
and models of 
refrigerator.




has recently developed 
the ENERGUIDE 
program, which 
requires labels on 
major appliances to 
clearly indicate their 
electrical con­
sumption.
Mt'st ol’ ns pay more than we really need lo for all lorms ol energy, 
sintplv because we don’l use il very effieienlly.
H.C, Hydro hits the answers: hundreds ol cnergy-stiving ideas help 
ytMi keep your hills down.
('all vour local M.C. Hydro olTice (we‘re in every phtfne hook), 
or visit us for free, detailed hiaiklets, i i t
Because energy that's wasted is the most Of
expensive energy (d'all,' , iJX.yA lykAlKJ
Beat the heat 
and energy costs too
When a heat wave interrupts 
British Columbia’s typically 
moderate summer, it’s easy to 
forget that it won’t last long.
But there are effective ways to 
reduce unpleasant heat in the home 
without spending hundreds of 
dollars on an energy consuming air 
conditioner.
The following suggestions can 
reduce the need for a mechanical 
air cooler, saving energy and 
money:
"Keep the heat out by ventilating 
your attic. One of the greatest 
sources of heat in the home is not 
air trapped in the attic, sometimes 
increased up to 54 degrees Celsius 
(130 Fahrenheit) by the sun on the 
roof, an attic fan can help to 
prevent that hot air buildup.
•Awnings and sun screens can 
reduce the heat absorbed through 
windows by as much as 80 per 
cent.
•Insulate your home. Insulation 
and weather-stripping keep un­
wanted heat out during the 
summer, as they keep valuable 
heat in during the winter.
•Keep doors and windows 
closed during the hot part of the 
day.
•Keep drapes closed during the 
day and open at night. Light 
coloured drapes and blinds reflect 
the sun’s rays and reduce solar 
heat by as much as 50 per cent.
•Deciduous trees planted close 
to the house produce shade for you 
and your home during the sum­
mer, but let in valuable sunshine in 
the winter, when their leaves are 
gone.











Urban MPG: 35 33
Highway estimate: 54 50 
Combined estimate:44 42
Based upon Transport 
Canada 1980 Fuel Con­
sumption, Guide (October 
1979). Ratings should only 
be used for comparisons 
between various makes 
■wina M. models. The fuel con-
sumption you obtain will 
Qp vary depending upon such
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DRIVE.
factors as your driving] 
habits, weight of car, op­
tions, road, weather and] 
vehicle condition.
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usually after sundown, open the 
windows.
•Use a fan to draw air through 
the house. The circulating fan of a 
forced air heating system can 
move cool air from the basement 
through the house and uses less 
energy than an air conditoner.
•Don’t generate more heat by 
using appliances unnecessarily.
Turn off lights. Use the stove for 
cooking in the morning or evening, 
and prepare salads and foods that 
require little cooking.
•Do vacuuming, ironing, 
clothes washing and dishes in the 
cool hours.
•Make sure refrigerator and 
freezer door seals are tight, and 
close the doors promptly. 
Refrigerators generate heat to cool 
the food.
•Hang clothes out to dry. If you 
must use a clothes dryer, exhaust 
the hot air out-of-doors.
If your home is still too hot and 
you feel you must have an air 
conditioner, consider these energy 
facts while buying and operating 
your air cooler.
There are basically two types: 
room air conditioners (usually 
window-mounted) and central air 
conditioners. Room air con­
ditioners are srhaller and designed 
to cool one or several rooms. The 
larger central units are designed 
for forced air heating systems and 
cool the whole house. They are 
more expensive and generally 
consume more energy than the 
smaller units, but are often more 
energy-efficient.
In choosing a room air con­
ditioner, select the proper size, 
based on how much space you 
really need to cool. Cooling 
capacity is rated by BTU of 
cooling per hour. i
Buy the most efficient inodel in 
the size you need: thel one which
uses the least electricity (watts) for V
the amount of cooling you need.
The wattage is on each air coii-^ ^^^^ 
ditioner’s information plate.
To minimize your energy bills 
while operating an air conditioner, 
the temperature setting should be 
as high as is comfortable (the 
opposite of winter thermostat 
setting). The higher you set it, the 
less electricity you’ll use and the 
more money you’ll save.v 
Keep the doors and windows of 
the air-conditioned room closed.
Be sure to turn off the air 
conditioner on cooler days, or if 
you go away.
The more efficiently an air 
conditioner runs, the less energy it 
consumes. You can carry out some 
simple maintenance routines 
yourself:
•Clean the dust an dirt off the 
coils at the beginning of the 
sca.son.
, *60 sure that the blower and 
electric motor on the unit arc 
lubricated.
•Check filters and clean or 
replace them as necessary. In a 
central cooling system, the fillers 
should be checked once a month. 
Make sure outside foliage doesn’t 
block the flow of air
W'--, -
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A DUAL CONVERSION gtvos you tho 
cholco of GAS or PROPANE with the Flick 
of a Switch! Got the economy and capacity 
of Propane or tho convonience of Gas 
whonovor you nood it.
© Farm • Commercial © Private




VOU© PROPANE VEHICLE 
CONVERSION CENTRE 
FOR VANCOUVER ISLAND
6793-B Kirkpatrick Road, R.R.3, Victoria, B.C. VOX 3X1
: Telephone
652-2814
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Save in the kitchen and laundry
RANGE
Cook whole meals 
in the oven at one 
time, choosing main 
dishes, vegetables and 
deserts which require 
the same temperature 
for the same length of 
time. Double or triple 
recipes for dishes that 
require a long cooking
time, freeze portions 
for later use.
Don’t preheat the 
oven when not 
necessary. Most 
roasts, casseroles and 
similar foods require 
no preheating.
Using the oven to 
heat the kitchen 
wastes energy, as does
“peeking” by opening 
the oven door while 
cooking.
Use flat-bottomed 
cooking utensils that 
fit the stove’s surface 
elements and made 
sure lids fit tightly. 
Use the lowest 
element temperature 
setting needed to cook
the particular dish. 
Keep your oven and 
the reflector pans 
below surface 
elements clean at all 






away from the range, 
dishwasher, heat 
ducts, direct sunlight, 
or other heat sources 
allow for proper air 
circulation over and 
around condenser 
coils on the back, and 
make sure the ap­
pliance is level.
Clean condenser 
coils (on the back or 
bottom) regularly. 
Check that the door 
gasket seals tightly. 
Minimize door 
openings and try to 
remove or replace 
several items at once 




be between 3 and 4°C, 
and the freezer colder 
than -1 8 C .
Refrigerators and 
freezers are most 
efficient when full — 
but make sure food 
does not block air 
vents.
Before extended 
absences, empty and 
clean these ap­
pliances, disconnect 
from power source 
and prop door open.
HOT WATER
The correct water 
heater setting for 
kitchen and laundry 
use is 60°C - 65 °C 
(140° - 150°F). The 
water temperature 
may be set lower if 
there is no dish­
washer.
Long hot water 
pipelines are wasteful. 
Locate the water 
heater close to the 
point of use and wrap 
pipes with insulation. 
Check leaking taps — 
one drip per second
wastes a tankful of 
water in a week. 
DISHWASHER 
Wa.sh only full 
loads to save hot 
water. Use the 
shortest practical 
cycle for the cleaning 
job. The drying cycle 
is an energy user. Save 
by turning the dish­
washer off after the 
final rinse, opening 
the door and allowing 
dishes to air-dry. On 
newer machines set 




To keep your house 
cooler make sure your 
attic is ventilated. 
Close blinds and 
drapes n the sunny 
side of the house, 
install awnings, and 
plant shade trees near 
the house.
Improve home 
insulation, seal doors 
and windows and 
close the fireplace 
damper.
Run an air con­
ditioner only on really 
hot days, starting 
early in the day.; Keep 
windows closed while 
running. Set the unit’s 
thermostat at the 
highest comfortable 
temperature. Schedule 
“hot work” such as 
cooking, laundering 
and dishwashing for 





Use hot water only 
when necessary. Use 
cold rinses for all 
loads. Use water level 
and cycle suitable to 
each load and wash
Flat-bottomed cookware that has tight-fitting lids, and 
covers the entire heating element, is the most energy ef­
ficient.
full loads for the most 
efficient use of 
energy.
CLOTHES DRYER
Clean lint screen 
after each load. 
Periodically clean 
venting ducts if 
possible.
Sort clothes by 
fabric weight and set 
dryer time and 
temperature to get 
each specific load just 
dry. A warm dryer 
helps shorten drying 
time, so plan laundry 
to keep loads moving
steadily from washer 
to dryer. Also avoid 
over-drying.
LIGHTING 
Fewer watts of 
electricity are needed 
when rooms are 




Vancouver Islanders can’t claim 
the S800 federal subsidy everyone 
else can in Canada to help them 
convert from oil to electricity — 
but they are still entitled to the 
grant if they convert to other 
energy sources, such as wood or 
propane.
The grants cover half the cost of 
converting a heating system from 
oil to some other fuel for a 
maximum federal grant of S800 
per single family home, industrial 
or commercial building.
Sidney Fireplace owner Bruce 
Prettie says you don’t have to 
disconnect your oil heating system 
to qualify for a grant to install a 
wood stove — you only need to 
supplement that heating. 
However, he points out the wood 
stove purchased must be capable 
of supplying up to 50 per cent of 
the heat in your home and the 
stove mu.st be tested and listed by 
the Underwriters Laboratory of 
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“vLarge Super Giass Doors Availabie
Performance guaranteed or money refunded 
*» 8oiid construction, designed for safety
Introducing Osburn’s newest Innovation In ^ ^ ^
Solid Fuel (wood/coal) Burning Stoves — InsIde/outsIde air option
Plus many other models 
to choose from
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ATTIC VENTILATION 




switches and pilot lights, 
Fluorescent general 
lighting in all major 
taskareasdaundry. 
bathroom, workshop, etc, I
WALL INSULATION 










— insulated diHjr 
with thermal 




— double piaze door 
liphislif included)





Gas and oil 
equipment must be 
checked and 
adjusted to ensure 




RSI 6.3 (R 36)
-FIREPLACES:
Must be equipped 
with metal or glass 
doors as well as light 
dampers in chimneys.
WINDOWS
Total window and 
glass door area 
should not e.scccd 
15Vr of the gross 
floor area and lO^r of 
basement area.
Triple glazing for 
very cold areas 
exceeding 5.800 
Celsius degree days 
(105(X) Fahrenheit 
degree days.)
■ Double glazing 
only for areas below 








Program promotes energy 
efficient home designs
To improve the 
energy efficiency of 
new and renovated 
homes, the Canadian 
Electrical Association 




— and recognition of
— energy efficiency. 
Although the
program is sponsored
by the electrical 
association, it applies 
to homes using oil, 
gas or electricity for 
space heating. The 
Association’s concern 
is to raise the stan­
dards of insulation 
and energy efficiency, 
by promoting good 
designs and efficient 





Program is supported 
by the federal 
government’s Energy, 
Mines and Resources 





B.C. Hydro — also
endorse the program, 
and will provide the 
CEA guidelines on 
request. B.C. Hydro 
also assists in 
providing recognition 
to designers and 
builders of houses 
which meet the 
guidelines.
The sketch shows
the main requirements 
of the program 
guidelines. The CEA 
recommendations for 
insulation levels are 
R40 (RSI 7) for 
ceilings and R20 (RSI 
3.5) for wails. 
Additional details are 
available from the 
Energy Conservation 
Division of B.C. 
Hydro, Vancouver.
piimpss time to
If you still think of 
the heat pump as an 
offbeat, backward air 
conditioner suitable 
only where winters are 
mild and short, it’s 
time to take a fresh 
look; The heat 
pump’s popularity is 
growing rapidly. 
About 50 manu­
facturers now make 
heat pumps and some 
750,000 units were 
sold in 1980. That’s 
more than twice the 
1976 figure.
A heat pump is 
basically an air 
conditioner with a 
reversing valve that 
switches the flow of 
refrigerant so that it 
can provide heat as 
well as cooling.
It uses electrical 
energy to move heat 
from a colder to a 
warmer location. But 
moving heat with 
electrical energy into 
heat, as do other 
electrical heating 





provements in the 
hardware are the 
reasons for it.s 
growing popularity, 
and why you may 
want to consider one.
Gas and oil linvc 
long been the most 
popular fuels for 
home healing. But oil 
is often scarce in some 
arcs and expensive 
everywhere. Gas 
remains relatively 
cheap, but new 
hookups are not 
available in many 
places. Thus, with a 
new house you may 
have only one resort: 
electric heat. While 
only 12 percent of our 
homes now have it, a 
whopping 50 percent 
of the new homes 
built in 1977 arc 
heated electrically. 
For the most part, thi.s 
means clectrle- 
resisiance heat — the 
kind that, like a giant 
toaster, heats your
house with hot wires. 
Since electricity can be 
generated from coal, 
nuclear energy, or 
hydroelectric power, 
its future availability 
is more certain than 
that of gas or oil- But 
electric-resistance heat 
is expensive and 
getting more so as 
electric rates rise.
Engineers speak of 
the efficiency of a 
heating device in 
terms of its coefficient 
of performance 
(COP). The COP is 
the ratio of energy put 
in (kWh are converted 
to Btu per hour) to the 
heat energy put out (in 
Btuh). With resistance 
heat the COP is 
always one: You put 
in one Btu, you get 
out one Btu.
But since a heat 
pump moves heat 
rather than just 
converting electrical
energy to heat, you 
get inore Btu delivered 
to the house than the 
Btu equivalent of the 
electrical energy used 
to deliver it. The COP 
figures manufacturers 
give are derived from 
standard testing 
procedures, which 
measure the COP at 
70° F inside tem­
perature, and 47° and 
17° outside tem­
perature. A first-rate 
residential heat pump 
might have a rated 
COP of 2.8 at 47 
degrees and 1.9 at 17 
degrees. Most are 
somewhat below that.
COP is higher with 
warm outdoor 
temperatures because 
it’s easier for the heat 
pump to extract heat 
from, say, 50° F air 
than from air at 40°. 
Once the outside 
Icmperaliirc drops 
below about 40°,
another factor comes 
into play. The out­
door coil tends to chill 
to below the freezing 
point and accumulate 
frost. High humidity 
and strong winds 
accelerate frost 
formation. So 
periodically the heat 
pump reverses itself 
and becomes an air 
conditioner for a- 
couple of minutes, 
this circulates warm 
refrigerant to the
outdoor coil and melts 
the frost. As the
machine switches 
from heating to 
cooling and back 
again, there are cyclic 
energy losses, which 
descrease its ef­
ficiency.
That’s not all; 
Virtually all heat 
pumps have backup 
heat, usually electric 
resistance. When the 
heat pump goes into a
CHARG^
OF STANDARD FURNITURE
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The Thermo and Storm Windows 
conversion












When you switch your oven from conventional 
radiant-heat to "CONVECTED OVEN", a con­
cealed fan within the oven directs a constantly 
recirculating stream of air over the heated "Bake" 
and "Broil” elements. This air absorbs the radiant 
heat - producing a constant flow of heated air
within the oven. This "heated air" strips away the -------------------------------
natural thermal barriers that surround the uncovered meats, permitting them to cook 
faster... preserving the natural juiciness and flavor while enhancing their appearance. 
The faster cooking times for most foods result in less oven heat escaping into your 
kitchen.
CONVECTION REDUCES COOKING TIMES 
UP TO 50%!
You’ll save up to 50% of “cookbook recommended cooking times” when preparing large 
turkeys and many frozen convenience foods. And you’ll save up to 30% of recommended 
cooking times when you prepare many other meats ^ all without sacrifice of flavor or • 
appearance. You’ll spend less of your time involved with meat cookery, saving minutes to 
hours every time you prepare meat in the oven. It all adds up to an amazing number of 
you? hours saved over the long life of your new Jenn-Air "Selective-Use" convection 
oven.
Noto: Time savings will vary somewhat depending on the type and shape ol meats.
defrost cycle the 
backup heat comes 
on. That chips away a 
bit more qt your 
operating efficiency. ,
Since a heat pump 
is both a heating and 
cooling machine, its 
higher first cost 
probably can’t be 
justified in a really 
warm climate where 
little heat is needed. 
Likewise, where you 
don’t need — or want 
— cooling, the heat 
pump is probably not 
for you.
But in this area heat 
pumps may well pay 
off.
Only a qualified 
heating contractor can 
accurately evaluate 
your house, assess 
your local climate, 
plug in the costs of 
available energy, and 
tell you whether a heat 







A rotating showor ol powor that 
cooks belter — and cooks most 
{foods lastor than over beforo, 
with no turning.
Model KMIz-l® A
^i y* ■ ■ X 'i k'ilSISfI % ffjl,'
MICRO WAVE^OVEN
Cooks by time or 
cooks to temperature 
with remarkable accuracy
Even holds at temperature to 
tenderize economy meat cuts. 
A wide range ol Cookmatic(TM) 
power levels because different 
foods cook best at different 
speeds.
700 watts cooking power at 
"Full Power",
Advanced memory.
Touchmatic II remembers an 
amazing combination of 
defrost and cook programs.
' Even remembers time o( day. 
Automatic start time.






Alter Radarange Ovens passed a 
series of torture tests, Amana 
became thq only microwave oven 
manufacturer to be granted a U.S. 
Government exemption from the 
regulation requiring the display of 




Horo’s what Amana has dona to save onorgy in Modal TC-20D
•Polyurethane foam Insulation on the cabinet tor greater In­
sulating proporllcs than an equal thickness ot tiborglass, 
•Combination slab foam and tiborglass in tho troezor door In­
sulates bettor than fiberglass alone which Is normally used lor 
door Insulation.
•Increased amount ol polyurethane toam Insulation in orillto 
back wall of unit helps lock In cold.
Threo-poiltlon Energy Saver Control saves 
I electricity.I Any troozor will form moisture around Ihe 
door during periods ot very high humidity 
I, . , like condensation on a glass ot water,
Tho Amana Energy Savor Control lots YOU regulalo the opoa- 
lion ot "hoator" strips that minimizes this normal 
'sweating".
I Yon savo olectricity two ways;
First: Most ol the heaters only operate when tho compressor 
runs, Instead ol being on continuously.1 Second; Under most conditions, you would sot tho Energy 
1 Saver Control on "LO" position ~ which shuts Iho hoator 
completely oil to provide maximum savings,, "HI" is tor high 
I humidity and uses less electricity than "EX, HI", which Is tor 
I extremely hot, steamy conditions. “
•Low-wattage condenser tan motor,
•External moisture control healers aro cyclod with tho com­
pressor and controlled by Iho Three-Position Energy Savor 
Control 10 reduce excessive running time,




wBshcs, rswl Ingsrlirt mn mi and •tftoney Infamittwi aviiliWa fiwn ywr iaSaikr.
Sale In ottoci (or a limited time only.
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Thought and care improve car energy numbers
If anyone still needs 
to be convinced that 
energy-efficient use of 
cars makes sense, a 
quick glance at the 
numbers involved 
should do the trick.
The first number, 
of course, is the 
current price of 
gasoline and oil. It’s
going nowhere but up.
The second set of 
numbers is the one 
that shows that British 
Columbia relies on oil 
for 44 per cent of its 
total energy needs, 
three-quarters of it 
imported from 
outside the province. 
And half of the oil
products consumed in 
the province are for 
transportation.
When you consider 
these numbers, you 
can see that using less 
gasoline and oil is 
important to energy 
security, as well as to 
your family budget.
How to use your
motor vehicle more 
efficiently? Here are 
some tips:
, “Before you even 
get into the car, ask 
yourself whether this 
trip is necessary. 
Often errands and 
business calls can be 
planned and con­








Here^ how it can add up for you.
Daily Interest.start earning interest every day on every 
dollar in your chequing account. When the balance is high. 
Or when it’s low.
NO-Charge Chequing.with TD’s Daily interest Chequing 
Account, you can take advantage of No-Charge Chequing, too.
Ask us for the details! Then open a TD Daily Interest 
Chequing Account and start making every' penny count, 
today
Asktishmv it can add up for you,
2421 EERCOa HENBE
BANK




Half of the oil products consumed in more than 22% of our total energy 
B.C. are for transportation; that’s needs.
out in one fuel-saving 
circuit. Similar ap­
proaches include car­
pooling and taking 
turns with neighbours 
to transport children, 
while public transit 
offers another 
alternative. Many 
people are re-learning 
the joy of biking and 
walking, to conserve 
energy and keep fit.
“When you drive, 
remember that it takes 





. ..e hiorc energy- your business, ihc more importanl
B.C. 1 lydro’s Audit” and “Ilnergy Audit” become.
'rite “Lighting Audit" provides you with computerized analysis and 
advice on improving your lighting, along with an economic evaluation to 
help you save money,
The ‘1Ticig> Aiidil" i;i de.sigiied fui larger companies with tlivcrse 
energy neeils who need an overall energy analysis to help reduce costs.
Simply call your local B.C. I lytlro onice (we're in every phone 
hook), or voiil U.S, Ua licc helpi in .'>a’'ing cncig) and reducing lllv co*.t 
of doing business.
Because energy that's wasted is the most 
expensive energy oi’idl,
fuel to go 100 km/h 
than to go 80. If 
traffic conditions 
permit, maintain a 
slow, steady speed to 
reduce waste each 
time you pump the 
accelerator.
“Planning your 
route can make a 
difference. Certain 
city streets have their 
lights synchronized in 
one direction in the 
morning and the 
oposite direction in 
the evening.
Understanding the 
system can help you 
drive steadily to and 
from work without 
having to brake and 
accelerate, at;^ stop 
lights.
“Check the car’s 
trunk. Are' you 
carring unnecessary 
baggage? Each 45 kg 
(100 pounds) of extra 
weight can reduce 
your gasoline con­
sumption by one per 
cent. And the heavier 
the car, the more 
power it needs to get 
rolling, accelerate and 
climb hills.
“CarTare and tune- 
ups help to reduce gas 
guzzling. Your 
owner’s manual 
recommends the best 
times to get a tunc-up, 
wheel balancing or 
tire rotation. Wheel 
alignment should be 
checked at least once a 
year — more often if
you drive on rough 
roads or if you’ve 
bumped a curb. Mis­
alignment wastes 
energy and increases 
costly tire wear.
“An item that you 
can check yourself is 
the air filter. A 
clogged air filter 
wastes fuel. If you 
can’t see light through 
the filter when you 
hold it up, it means air 
is not flowing 
properly into the 
carburetor, and you 
are using more 
gasoline than needed.
•Maintain a record 
of your fuel purchases 
tohelp keep track of 
how. your car . is 
performing. A sudden 
increase in. com- 
sumption per 





week. Low tire 
pressure increases 
road friction and 
increases the amount 
of gasoline needed to 
move the car.
“If you are thinking 
of buying a new car, 
consider what you 
need it for. To 
transport one or two 
adults, a mini­
compact or sub-com­
pact model will do 
(unless you will be 
towing a large trailer). 
A compact model will
carry three or four 
adults, while a mid­
sized or large car is 
needed only for five 
or six adults. Unless 
you plan to pull a 
trailer, standard 
engines provide the 
best economy. 
Standard transmisions 
also offer better (up to 





the car with the 
smallest, smoothest 
front delivers the best 
fuel economy, but 
with improved 
aerodynamics, some 
shapes may be more 
streamlined and fuel 
efficient than they 
appear. Vinyl tops, 
bumper guards, extra 
mirrors, ornamental 
hood fixtures and 
permanent roof racks 




gines offer control 
of the engine’s 
requirements under a
wide range of con­
ditions and tis can 
improve fuel con­
sumption. If you must 
have an automatic 
transmission, get one 
with a locking torque- 
converter to eliminate 
slippage above certain 
speeds, and an 
automatic overdrive 
function will help you 




traction, less drive- 
trainpower loss and 
reduced vehicle 
weight, as well as 
more interior room.
“Radial tires are 
said to be between 
three and ten per cent 
more fuel efficient 
than belted bias tires, 
especially in highway 
driving.
•Try to drive on 
smooth roads if you 
have a choice. A 
gravel road can reduce 
fuel economy by as 
much as 35 per cent 
and patched asphalt 
by 15 percent.
How important are 
habits?
A recent experiment 
compared the energy 
consumption of two 
similar families living 
in identical houses. 
The only variables 
were such personal 
habits as how warm
they kept their homes 
in winter, how ef­
ficiently they used 
washers and dryers, 
whether they 
showered or bathed, 
etc.
One family’s energy 
bill was double the 
other’s.
Sea Chest Sailing Shop
MARINE SUPPLIES 656-6621
y/u
ROPE & SPLICING, CHARTS, MARINE HARDWARE 
FOUL WEATHER CLOTHING
9732 1st STREET, SBDNEY B.C. 





No more dampnoss, mildew, or condensation, solar powered SOL-A-VENT keeps your boal dry every day ol the
year
SOL-A-VENT olimlnatos tho over present dampness problem that up till now always plagued boat owners. 
Aroo-dynamically designed SOL-A-VENT exhausts stale air with vacuum force. II you aro caught In a storm the 
ventilator can be closed from tho inside, Tho electric molor-drlvon tan oporatos continuously during daylight 
hours, At night when tho wind passes over tho hood, a vacuum is croalod which exhausts the stale air.
Easy to install on cabin, head, galley, motor well or hatch. $63.95
NOW ONLY•Removes up lu 3,000 cu. It,/hr, of ait by molor operation.•Removes 350 cu. It./hr, ot air with a 5 knot breeze and no motor assist,
•4-blado olociric motor driven tan. 
•Uses tree energy source.
•Adds sun powor to your boat or R.V,
$5J00
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Grants and loans 
available for 
upgrading insidation
There’s more to food 
than meets the eye
With $500 you 
could upgrade the 
insulation of your 
home.
You don’t have 
$500 at the moment?
Well, there are two 
ways to get it. You 
can obtain it as a 
grant from the 
Canadian Home 
Insulation Program 




the Canada Housing 
and Mortgage 
Corporation (CMH- 
C), the CHIP 
program is intended 
to reduce the cost of 
materials and labor 
involved in insulating 
single-family homes, 
semi-detached or row 
house units, apart­
ment buildings and 
non-profit hostels.
B.C. dwellings 
eligible for a CHIP 
grant are principal 
residences of three 
storeys or less built 
before January 1, 
1961.
Only one CHIP 
grant per unit is 
allowed, amounting 
to the full cost of 
insulation materials 
up to $350 and one-
third of labor costs to 
a maximum of $150, 
for a total possible 
grant of $500 for 
detached, semi­
detached or row house 
units. Apartment 
buildings have a 
slightly lower per-unit 
maximum.
In order to qualify 
for a CHIP grant, all 
materials must have 
been purchased and 
installed after April 
20, 1979, when the 
terms of the CHIP 
program became 
effective. If materials 
were purchased before 
that date and used to 
upgrade a dwelling 
built before 1956, you 
are eligible for two- 
thirds of the cost of 
materials up to a 
maximum of $350.
A CHIP grant is 
taxable as income.
Should you not 
qualify for a CHIP 
grant, you can contact 
B.C. Hydro on their 
Energy Savings and 
Finance Plan which 
applies to all homes 
except those currently 
under construction.
Under this plan you 
can borrow up to $500 
to be used to upgrade
home insulation or 
install multiple-glazed 
windows. The interest 
rate on your loan is 
only ten per cent, and 
you make repayments 
along with your 
regular utility bill.
In order to qualify 
for the B.C. Hydro 
program you must 
have a residential 
electric and/or gas 
account with Hydro. 
You must own your 
own home, or be in 
the process of pur­
chasing it through a 
mortgage or
agreement for sale. 






ticipating in the B.C. 
Hydro plan in order 
to . ensure proper 
work. If you’re 
handy, of course, you 
can do the work 
yourself. Either way, 
you must agree to 
bring insulation up to 
the recommended 
“R” values, which 
means that all do-it- 
yourselfers must 
purchase enough 
insulation to achieve 
those values.
No matter how you 
achieve your in­
sulation goals — 
either through a 
CHIP grant or a B.C. 
Hydro Energy Savings 
and Finance Plan — 
remember that eveiy 




you save energy, an 
important — even 
critical — con­
sideration in these 
times of increased 
concern about energy 
shortages.
For further in­
formation on CHIP 
grants call (collect) to 
the regional CHIP 
office in Vancouver.
The telephone number 
is (604) .666-2717. Or 
write: CHIP, P.O. 
Box 700, Postal 
Station St. Laurent, 
Montreal, Quebec, 
H4L 5A8. You can 
obtain more details on 
the B.C. Hydro Home 
Insulation Finance 
Plan by contacting 
your participating 
insulation retailer or 
contractor. Or you 
can get in touch with 
your local B.C. Hydro 
office.
As we all know, it 
takes considerable 
energy to put food on 
our plates, and that 
cooking is the largest 
part of that energy use 
— right?
Wrong. Generally 
speaking, by the time 
we bring the groceries 
into the house, about 
70 per cent of the 
energy requirement 
has been spent in such 
activities as
processing, packaging 
and transporting the 
food — .without even 
heating a pot.
Studies show 
processed fruits and 
vegetables can be up 
to four times more 
energy intensive than 
home-grown produce. 
However, while the 
rewards are obvious 
it isn’t possible or 
practical for us to 
grow all our own food 
at honie.
But we can keep the 




habits. For example, 
buying locally 




also supports the local 
economy.
The Canadian
climate results in a 
short growing season. 
When winter comes, 
we must turn to other 
sources of produce. 
Still, local fruits and
vegetables kept in cold 
storage have a lower 
energy (and dollar) 
cost than either 
imported or hot-house 
grown produce.




squash and rutabagas 
all remain in good
condition
Substantially more 
energy is required to 
process and store 
canned and frozen 
fruits and vegetables
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If you’ve decided to 
improve the comfort 
and value of your 
home by insulating it, 
and the job is too big 
to dp by yourself, the 
choice of a contractor 
is very important.
Improperly in­
stalled insulation is, at 
best, a waste of 
money; at worst, it 
can cause moisture 
damage to the 
structure of the 
building.
The majority of 
contractors are both 
reliable and
knowledgeable, and 
insulating in the 
spring or summer will 
increase your chances 
of getting the best 
contractors.
Still, a careful 
selection process is 
well worth your while.
First, compile a list 
of three or four 
contractors. Try to get 
a recommendation 
from your gas or 
electric utility 
company or from 
people who have 
already had work 
done. Get a list of 
the contractors’ 
customers and check 
their work.
Enquire about the 
financial stability and 
reputation of the 
contractors at the 
local Better Business 
Bureau.
Find out whether 
the installers are paid 
by the hour or by the 
job. If the latter, they 
may try to rush the 
work.
Finally, make sure 
the firm is bonded so 
that you have legal
recourse if your home 
is damaged in any 
way.
Get a written 
estimate from the 
contractor for any job 
you want done. It’s 
important to specify 
your needs in terms of 
R values — which 
measures effectiveness 
of insulation — not in 
terms of thickness. (In 
other words, get a 
price quotation for 
adding R28 insulation 
to the attic, not for 
adding nine inches of 
insulation.) The 
contractor should also 
have a manufacturer’s 
CMHC-approved 
“attic card’’. This will 
help determine the 
number of bags of 
insulation necessary 
to produce R28. Make 
sure all of the required
bags end up in yduf 
attic.
A good contractor 
will give your house a 
thorough check 
(inside ' and outside) 
before giving an 
estimate. Accompany 
him or her on the 
tour, and watch for 
attention to detail.
Once you’ve chosen 
the contractor, insist 
on a detailed contract. 
Make sure it includes 
a full description of 
the work to be done, 
including sealing air 
leaks, insulating trap 
doors and venting. 
The warranty, and 
any liability 
provisions should also 
be included.
Ask the contractor 
to install a small metal 
plate (usually in the 
attic)
Heating, hoi water and appliances, that's where most iKhtieowners waste 
money by wasting energy.
Send us this coupon and vve’ll send you booklets packed with cvery- 
lliing you'll ever want to know about how you can save iiKurcy and keep 
your bills down. Or cull your local B.C, Hydro office (we’re in every 
phone book). Or pay us a visit.
Because eiicigy lliats wasted is the iiiust 
expensive energy of all.
iWBaiBMWiffliamaig'
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Solar energy — now and in the future
The sun is the 
answer to all of B.C.’s 
energy problems. The 
sun is not the answer 
to all of B.C.’s energy 
problems.
Which if those 
statements is true?
Neither, really. But 
they represent the 
extremes of confusion 
that can' arise when 
people get involved in 
a discussion on solar 
energy. Some people 
believe that energy 
from the sun, 
properly harnessed, 
could provide us with 
all the low-cost energy 
we will ever require. 
Opponents of this 
idea pop up their 
umbrellas and stomp 
off into the rain, 
mumbling, “What! In 
this climate!’
Each group has a 
point. But at the 
moment, the truth 
rests somewhere 
between these two 
opinions.
Solar energy itself is 
free. Essentially, it’s 
just sunlight, and no 
political body has yet 
devised a way to 
impose a tax or a price 
on that. For all the
benefits we derive 
from sunlight, 
however, we still 
haven’t figured out 
how to make it do our 
bidding when it comes 
to heating our homes, 
boiling our water or 
powering our vacuum 
cleaners, lawn mowers 
and automobiles.
No, that’s not quite 
true. We have figured 
out some ways to 
make sunlight do 
many of those things. 
But devices to collect 
and store energy from 
the sun and convert it 
into usable forms is 
still largely complex 
and expensive.
Actually; you are 
probably the owner of 
a solar collector at this 
very moment. The 
chances are that the 
house, apartment or 




solar heating to every 
house in B.C. in fact. 
This is called 
“passive” solar 
heating, and the more 
south-facing windows 
a house has the more 
it- will benefit from the
specialists in the field 
Solar energy, at its 
present stage of 
development, does 
have its applications 
but there are many 
positives and 
negatives to consider. 
Whether one day the 
sun can supply B.C. 
with inexpensive 
energy depends on 
research and ex­
perimentation, some 
of which is taking 
place at B.C. Hydro’s 
research facilities in
Surrey.
For the moment, 
however, none of us 
can see a solar- 
activated province 
just around .the 
corner. On the other 
hand, don’t look to a 
leaden sky and 
conclude that solar 
power is of little use to 
us in the Pacific 
Northwest.
The 2,000 odd 
hours of sunshine that 
falls on B.C. in evycry 
year does hold out
some promises for our 
energy future. We just 
have to find out how 
to turn it to our full 
advantage.
There are a number 
of solar suppliers in 
B.C. who’ll be glad to 
give you further 
information on this 
form of energy, and 
you can obtain 
considerable in­
formation on it from 













Urban MPG; ; ; 35 33i 
Highway estimate; 54 50' 
Combined estimate;44;; 42
Based: upon; Transpbrt 
Canada 1980 Fuel Con­
sumption Guide ; (October 
1979). Ratings should only 
be used for comparisons 
between various - makes 
and models. The fuel con-.| 
sumption you obtain will 
vary depending upon such 
factors' as your driving 
habits, weight of car, op­
tions, road, weather and 
vehicle condition.
Henault LeCajr
More than Just economy 
at American Motors
These soiar panels were incorporated in 
the design for a small group' of 
townhouses at MacDonald St. and Pt. 
Grey Rd. in Vancouver. Basically an
active system, they 
heating during the 
water heating during
supplement space 






sun’s rays. East and 
west-facirig Windows 
also act: as solar 
/ collector's, but those 
that face norths: 
northeast or north­
west, obviously 
attract lesser amounts 
. of heat.
If you are, coii- 
sidering a new home, 
the easiest and most 
economical way to use 
solar energy is to 
design the house so 
that it is located on 
the lot with most of 
the glass area facing 
south. Glass areas 
should be double- 
glazed at minimum, 
and triple-glazing 
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We update older resldencoi and 
commercial buildings with now 
electrical wiring for microwave 




9813 Third Sliwt, Sldntr, D.C.. Tdephone 956-2949
propriate for, colder 
areas of the province. 
Windowf /• facing 
southeast :2ind' south­
west also can be used 




exposures can be 
shaded from excessive 
summer heat by an 
overhang or a trellis 
with vines. If the 
house is properly 
designed, the cost of 
this type of systern is 
normally not much 
greater than for a 
conventional house. 
With passive space 
heating the interior of 
the house has to have 
an increased mass, in 
order to provide some 
form of heat storage 
for times when there is 
no sunlight. This mass 
usually lakes the form 
of heavy concrete or 
masonry floors and 
walls, or drums of 
water.
A disadvantage of 
the passive solar 
systent is that it tends 
to cause wide fluc­
tuations iti the home’s 
temperature. These 
cun range from 18“C 
to over the day, 
requiring personal 
adjustment to the 
changes. Concrete or 
masonry floors may 
be a disadvantage too, 
if you prefer walking 
on something softer, 
as most people do. If 
carpels are installed, 
however, they insulate 
the Boor against 
properly receiving the 
solar heat for storage.
In a typical “ac­
tive'' solar system, 
designed to provide a 
household with hot 
water* solar collectors 
on Ihc roof heat the 
waler and a cir- 
ciilntion pump send:, it 
to a storage tank in 
the basement,
While solar energy, 
either of the passive or 
active variety, cannot 
its ycl be employed on
a large-scale, it can be 
put to two very good 
uses; it cari heat the 
water / in /swimming 
pools, and it can 
augment supplies /of 
domestic hot water.
The swimming pool 
appplication is the 
best. In the Pacific 
Northwest we get 
most of our sun 
during the swimming 
season, 15% or more 
as a matter of fact. 
Pool-owners would be 
wise to consider in­
stalling unglazed solar 
'Collectors which can • 
keep the pool water in 
the comfortable 
swimming temp­
erature range of 23 
to 28 degrees Celsius.
In a solar-heated 
pool the filter pump 
acts as ■ the pumping 
system and the water 
in the pool stores the 
heat. The pool should 
be kept covered when 
nut in use, a mca.surc 
that not only 
preserves heat but 
prevents evuporiaiion 
and the loss of 
chemical con­
ditioners.
Doniesiic hot water 
can be supplemented 
by means of solar 
energy. As mentioned 
earlier, this involves 
the installation of 
roof-top collectors 
from which pipes lead 
to a basement storage 
tank.
It has been found 
that this system can 
furnish a home with 
anywhere from .30 to 
70 per cent of itfi hot 
water, and can even 
operate effectively in 
winters when there is 
less than the average 
amount of sunlight.
The costs involved 
in building a solar 
home with some, or 
all, of these ap­
plications is a 
u e c e s s it r y e o n - 
sideraiion, of course. 
If you decide to build 
with doublc'gla/cd, 
south-faciuE win­
dows, $3 to /.$4 
thousand could be 
added to the basic 
cost. An active, solar 
heating system would : 
likely cost from $2 to 
$4 hundred per in­
stalled square rnetre 
of collector surface. A 
system that would 
supplement your hot 
water supply would 
cost $3 to $4 
thousand. Another $3 
to $5 thousand would 
provide a solar 
heating system for 
your pool.
The payback 
period, based on these 
current costs, requires 
a major commitment 
by the builder or 
owner. Analyse your 
needs, the effect on 
the re-sale value, and 
study the available 
information. Then 
talk with .several
The Royal Bank 
would IBte to say
See us for insulation 
and energy saving heating 
unit loans to save money 
through reduced fuel bills.
Call in and meet our 









Introducing the Amazing Kero-Sun 
Portable Heaters
Good l4ows ill heating for home, recreation and emorgimclM. Jnat when you need rellof from fuel lillls 
■■most. ' ■' ■' ■ / „ '
“OK. Sounds protty good. Bui whoro would I use a Koro-Sun? ^
Ju'it about anywiioro, You'll makG the most dramatic Impact on your heating bills, using it whorevor your (aniily 
gathers throughout the day or evening, Then, koftp the thermostat at 18“C or even at 1f)"C, and you’ll lind II will
bo no real hardship to anyone, Even older people, , . A . ;
Koro-Sun Portable Heaters are also great tor vacation homos, garages, basements, boats, .lust about anywhere
you need hrjat. ' „ , , , ., ^ ,
And in emergoiicias. when the uleclrlc power goos oil, a Koro-Sun can keep you comlortablo and perhaps r.nvG
you hundreds of dollars that a major (reozo-up can cost you.
See us (or a demonstration today, And got some good news In homo heating (or a change,
“What ahoiil salnty?'' . , , . , . , „
Extensive tests have shown Koro-Sun Portable Heaters meet established safety standards (or unvenlod appliances
that deliver heat, „ ,
“Is it easy to oporalo? And wlioro do you got korosono?
You light It by simply pushing a lover, This activates a battery-powered igniter. Becatiso Koio-Sun Poitablo
Healers are 99 9% luol-ollicienl, there's no smoke and no odor during operation.
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